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The Nation's

Low turnout
disappoints
Coalition .

.Campus con-artist
still on the loose
By Eric Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard University secu rity is on
the lookout for a con artist who has
hit the campus and swindled several
students out of sums totaling as much
as $2,500.
Kenneth A. Butler, who has used
the aliases Tony· Butler and Kenneth
Baker, is also wanted by the Prince
George's County police for similar
criminal activity, and by the depart-

ment of corrections for parole viola-

•

tions.

1

Acco~ding

to Lt. Arthur Gray of
t~e Howard security division ,
Butler's mode of operation involves
befriending a female student on campus while posiqg as either a Howard
medical studerit, a maniCJJrist or a
telephone company employee.
Once friendly with the student,
Butler quickly makes hi s way to her
checkbook or other valuable posses·

'

•

people out there that this has

By George Daniels '
HiUtop Staff Reporter

A month after the takeover of the
administration building, protest or·
ganizers were disappointed by a low
turnout of students and the absen..ce
of some key university offieials at a
forum Wednesday .

President James E. Cheek, and Dr.
Carl Anderson, vice president of aca.

demic afffairs declined to take part
in the forum, ''Where do we go from
here?'' sponsored by the Coalition of
Concerned Students.
Board of Trustees members Thad·
deus _Garret1tand Sharon Pratt Dix·
on , also invited, did not attend .

Dr. Taft Broom, chainnan of the

faculty s~nate, Dr . Joseph McCor·
mick professor in the department of
political science,· and Andrea John·
son, professor in the department Of
h~story were on hand to share thCir
\'Jews.
The neVI- ly elected HUSA president

ha~pen·

see Con, page 9

,

,Abortion rally draws
thousands to District
By Gale Mitchell
H illtop Staff Reporter

Thousands of abortion supporters
attended the March for Women's
Lives last Sunday. Marchers began
on 15th Street.and Constitution Ave ,
N.W. and proceeded tion to the steps
of the Capitol.
Police estimated that about
300,000 marchers attended the rally,
while march organizers estimated
about 600,000 participants. The
march was led by Hollywood
celebrities such' as Whoopi Goldberg,
Morgan Fairchild and Cybi l

i

t

sions and t hen dis3.ppears. 1He
reportedly stole a _ blue C hevrolet
from one of his victims. H e was last
seen operating out of a red 1988
Spectrum.
''He moves around a lot. Most
bunco people do. We just can't seem
to catch him ," Gray said.
Although the first incidents were
reported in November 1988, Gray
suspects that many others may have
gone unreported .
According to Gray, it took quite a
bit of persuading to get students who
had been victimized to file a com·
plaint because ''they didn't w~nt to
tell how easy it was to con them .
They gave their money away ."
He added, ''No one wants''people
to think that they were so gullible as
to fall for something so simple. There
are probably three times as IT).any

Shepherd.
Political figures in attendance in·
eluded Jesse Jackson, Rep . Patricia

Schroeder (D-Colorado),

Se~.

Alan

Cranston (D·Calif .) and

Sen.

Timothy Wirth (D-Colo.)
Also
p r esent was Norma
Mccorvey, the plantiff (Jane Roe) in
the Roe vs. Wade case, which legaliz·
ed abortion in 1973 .
Some of the groups on the pro·
choice side were Planned Paren·
thood, National Organization for
,Women, and the Religious Coalition
for Abortion Rights.
The march comes two week s
befor~ the Supreme Court's April 26
decision on the Missouri case. If ap·
prove9, the Missouri law could ban

•

the ·use of public funds for abortion
cou nseling, prohibit abo rtion in
public facilities and require doctors
to conduct tests for abortions at 20
weeks for fetal weight, lung maturi·
ty, and age.
Pro.lifers hope for approval of the
Mi Sso uri law and ttie eventual over·
turning of Roe vs. Wade.
''We will keep on doing what we
have been in the past-lobbying on
the grass roots level and hoping that
the S.1.1P.reme Court overturns Roe vs.
Wade,'' .said Doug John son, ·
legislative director for the National

Right to Life.
Johnson said that if Roe vs. Wade
is overturned, the Right to Life group
plans to lobby on the state level.
Hundred s
of
pro·life
demonstrators lined up near the
Women' s. march to greet the pro·
choice side, carrying placards which
read, ''Abortion is Always Fatal''
and ''Equal Rights for Unborn
Women . ''
Near the capitol, anti·abortion
groups planted 4,400 crosses as sym·
bols of the abortions performed each
day si nce Roe v. Wade.
With signs saying that the crosses
represented women who died of ii·
legal abortions before Roe vs. Wade,

'

I

see Attend, page 9

Bank merger

•
photo by Keilh 0. Leadbeller

United National no
longer minority-owned

'

Curtis Chappell beals former Olympic trial runner Oliver Bridges to the tope during the Howard Relays.

Howard Relays attracts top talent

By Andrea Morehead
and Shrona ·Foreman
Hill!op Staff Reponers

Place , Mike Spangler and Elliot Quow.
Many people are not aware ' Jhat
In the 110 meter high hurdles, Howard 's Adae
United National Bank of Washing·
LeMone finished second with a time of 14.57 to Fred
ton, which many Howard students
Bullock , who won with a time of 14.23 Seconds. The
patronize, is no longer an African·
Bison's Brian McDainel to6k second to Neville
American owned banking institution.
Hodges in the 100 meter dash with a cime of 10.58
-11--:-ln October-l.986'fllllihe United Na·
versus McDaniel' s 11.01 finls·h.
•
tional Bank (UNB) rh~rged . with
Other winner~ in th~ men's ·category were Richard
James Madison Limited a white
Simins of Virginia State cbliege in1 the 400 meter
owned and operated financial firm.
hurdles . with 52.30 a nd Georgetown University's
Joseph L. Aston, president of
Mike McCuchen in tl1e 800 meter rlfh with a time
UNB said, ''Despite the merge, the
of I :54.34 seconds.
board, and management of UNB's
The Howard Track Club lost a close race to UDC
five branches are all black. /Every.
in .the 4xl00 meter relay. The FireBirds won with a
thing has remai ned intact ."
time of 41.82 second~ to H oward's 4 1.86 seconds.
However, some students feel the ,
J .J. Clark of the Sneaker Factory defeated Ian
merging of the two banks is exem·
Swift of Philadelphia Textile in the 1500 meter run .
plary of the white race controlling
Clark finished with 4:00.68 seconds while Swift
African·American business ventures.
finished with 4:08 . 16 seconds.
Freshman Ricky Green, a COBIS
Bison Robert Ross finished third in the long jump
major from Little Rock, Arkansas
with 23 ~ 11 inches behind John White of the Capitol
who banked at UNB last iemester
Track Club with 24.4 V2 inches and Kim Bullock of
said, ''when a black business be·
Virginia Union with 24· 1 Yi inches.
comes 3i partner with a white com·
Howard's Rohan Webb took fourth in the shot
pany, then there is a great possibility
put to Cory Gubne of Maryland. Gubne tossed an
that the whites will soon control it.''
see Track, page 9
•
see Bank, page 9

By Scott McClenney

..

Hill1op S1aff RePQTier

Area track fans young and o ld braved the cold and
rainy ~eather to witness the annual Howard Relays
at Greene Stadium last Saturday.
Once agiin this year, the H oward men 's team
outperformed their guests in the sprint categories.
The women also took first place in all the relay
competitions.
Bison trackster Curtis C happell led the Bison to
victories in the sprint medly relay and the 400 meter
dash. C happell ran the first leg of the spri nt medly
with Robert Ross, Denton Douglas and John Branch
following.
·
Howard outran the University of the District of
Columbia Firebirds fini shing at 3:24.62 seconds to

UDC's 3:28.81 seconds.

.

.

In the 400 meter dash, Chappell defeated one·t1me
Olympic trials runner Oliver Bridges by One seco'n d.
The Bison finished with a time of 47 J30 seconds while
Bridges finished with 47 .31 seconds.
Howard finished second in the 4x400 meter relay
with 3: 13.34 seconds behind Lincoln University who

had 3:12.72. They were narrowly defeated by

th~

Shore Athetic Club team of Martin Booker, Ken

see Abortion, page 9

Conference examines melanin questions
Doctors discuss .linkage to drug addiction
By Donna Williams
•
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''Melanin, as a main factor in the
high rate of drug addiction among
Africans," was one of many issues
explored at the third annual Melanin

Conference held April 6th through

•

•

9th at H o ward University's Cramp·
ton Auditorium.
Other topics included ''Aver·
sion/ Acceptance of Blackness,''
'' Psychiatry and Spiritual Develop·
ment'' and •'Language and Cons·
ciousness.''
The conference was spansored and
jointly coordinated by the KM· WR
Scien ce Consortium, Inc., The Insti·
lute of Karmic Guidance, Howard
University's School of Human Ecol·
ogy, WHMM· TV and the Institute
for Urban Affairs ~n d Research.
According to the sponsors, the
purpose of the conference was to
provide a unique and interdiscipli·
nary forum where scholars in phys.
ical, biological and social sciences,
the humanities and the general pub.
lie could meet annually and discuss
theoretical and pr(lctical issues in·

volving melanin and the symbolic as the emergence of western civili·
well as literal meaning of 'blackness'.
zation. ''
''If we're going to talk about
Derived from the Greek word,
melanin, we have to talk about
''melanos'', meaning black sub·
respecting each other,'' said Francis stance , melanin, according to recent
Cress Welsing, M . O ., who delivered studies among African scientists, has
the key address of the conference.
been linked to drug testing, dream
Welsing is a Washington·based psy. states and spirituality in Africans.
chiatrist and a former instructOr at
King said that melanin may be
Howard.
..
responsible for a variety of aspects in
''We must respect each other and Afric~n lives, including drug testing.
show it in our deeds to one another,''
''Melanin binds to drugs, there·
Welsing said. ''Black women need fore, it is entirely possible for an
not talk negatively ab.o ut black men African to falsely test positive in a
and black men need not talk nega. • drug test . There are techniques to re·
tively about black wom~n''.
move the melanin from the urine to
Richard King, M .D., a biological avoid a faulty test . Then a more ac·
psyciat rist at San Francisco State curate test may be given.''
University and a conference was to
King said because melanin is. so
discuss an alternative among complex, it is difficult for scientists
African·Americans to western culture to do testing, but he added there are
by using the African approach.
several truths about melanin scientists
"''T.be Melanin Conference is an at· have discovered .
tempt to explain the African ap·
''Melanin is a complex morphosis
preach to being emphasizing feelings biopolymor, he said. It has no exact
and intuition," he said.
shape and is constantly in motion . It
Africans had a· very elaborate, well is primarily composed of the element
organized multi·university systems
for several thousand years prior to see Melanin, page 9
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Lacrosse
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Exhibiting_

•

talents
~

Sophomore Niela Wiggington pezf0t111s
in the ,Third Annuai Oiatvrical Exhibition
sponson.I by the Sci-' of Communications.

I

The exhibaion clisPaJed the I• le11ts of
Prinq,les of Spa edt stude ils and wos held in

the School ol Humon Ecology auditorium.
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'Color Me Black'

Mr. Howard contest
no song and dance
'

UGSA spring festival to brighten campus

•

By Stacey J. Phillips
and
James Walker
Hilltop Staff Reporters

would appeal to the entire student
population,'' Esmond said.
The spring fashion show, which
Esmond said in previous years has
been the thrust of the festival, will be

Hilltop Staff .Reporters

The Undergraduate Student As- · f>i!cted to dazzle its typically sellout
sembly will sponsor its annual Spring audiences once agaln.
' i.-

According . to Joseph Branch,
vice-coordinator for the festival, the
theme is fitting because of the present
African-American consciousness displayed by students on campus.
''We felt it would be appropriate
because of the way this year has been
with the student protest and other
events," Branch said.
Kimberly Esmond, the coordinator
al' the program, said that the festival
will be diversified as well as elegant.
·. ''We are vCry excited about it. We
JUSt, hope that studCilts will support
and .a ttend, all activities-not just the
f~sh1on show and closing picnic. We
tried to diversify it [the festival] so it

According to Saba Samec, the

fas hi on show coordinator,

the

fashion show's theme will be 'Oasis'

with a subtle background focusing on
Egypt.

''I want the

st~ents

to be carried

back to ancient Egypt, and leave {the
show] with a better understanding of
Egypt,'' Sabee said pointing out that
Egyptians were the first fashion-

people.
He also addCd that the show will
include many students who have ,
never modeled in Howard fashion
shows; only two or three of the
models will be y eterans.
The festival will open with a call to

~conscious

see Festival, ,Page 9

photo by Donyale Pipkin

From left top: Ca aid Afid1rson, Floyd Dickens, Jaseph Bemd1, Kelly Smith,
Kimberly Esa1'°'1d ~l!:r' Gay mab up the _ , , _ for the Spring Black
Arts Fwlital. Mat •
en lrik M:Alwney and Renelto Garrison.

•

r_

'

.University to receive accreditation report
•

'

itself last August, through a
UniversitYIWide SelflStudy conHilltop Staff Reporter
ducted over the past year in preparafor
Middle
States
Once again it is time to see if tion
...,
Howard Uni\·ersity is meeting the representatives.
Dr. Orlando Taylor, dean of the
minimum operating standards to be
an accredited institution of higher School of Communications and
chairman of the self-study task force
learning.
Next Monday through Wednes- and steering committee, said this is a
day, April 16 through 19, represen- time in which the institution can contatives of the Middle States Associa- duct an evaluation°of itself and plan
.
tion of Colleges and Schools will be for the decade ahead.
''A year-long study was conducted
on campus evaluating the university
by 200 students, alumni, and adfor reaccreditation .
Every 10 years the enti(e universi- ministration . They addressed a widety is studied by experienced educators range of topics:
whp want to know if Howard is st udents and stu"Cleht se rvices,
academic programs, community
''fulfilling its mission .''
Middle States Association of Col- outreach, physical facilities, teaching
leges and Schools also evaluates all of and research, missions, goals and obthe universities in Washington, D. C. jectives, governance, library and learand in the middle states such as ning resources, budget processess,
Delaware, Maryland, and Penn- organization and core administration
sylvania . In addition, they also function, faculty resources, and inevaluate schools in the Virgin Islands stitutional advance," Taylor said.
. According to Taylor, in the selfand Puerto Ric_,
study program the special committee
Howard be:~an evaluation of

By Jennifer Howard

1'

studied these categories and found
th!'lt .the university was fulfilling its
m1ss1on .
Executive Vice President Dr.
Carlton Alexis said, ''accreditation is
a stamp of approval that a school is
meeting its standards educationally.''
In regards to the administrative problems addressed by the protest, a student ''can have a good education
under a banana.•• (If the administration was the banana, the students
should still be able to obtain
academic success.)
Alexis added ''Howard has been
fully accredited in the past and he
''believes Howard will be fully accredited this year.''
Students a$fee with Alexis that existing adm1n1stration problems will
not impede the education that they
can obtain here at Howard, this is
why they feel H,oward should be
reaccredited. •
A member of the Cjlalition of
Concerned Students hopes that, ''if
the self-stu4y of the university is

I

tr~thful

and if it is accurate, anyone
w1ll be able to see that the administration, in particular, is not fulfilling its
responsibility to the students.
Therefore the accredidation board
has the responsibility to act accordingly; to apply pressure to the
university so that it will be at a status
that it should be."
·
The experienced educators will
begin visiting offices, schoolS, and
colleges, and talking with university
members on April 17.
tO. President' Jaines A . Cheek, will

welcome _M iddle States representative
to the university on April 1§. Selected
members of the administration,
faculty, and student body will be asked to attend.
Students will be able to participate
in an open-forum conducted by MJd.dlVtates representatives, on Tues-

day, April 18, from 1:30-3:00 p.m .
(tentative) in Blackburn Auditorium .

UGSA makes choi~e. for '89- '90 slots
In a transitional meeting held
Tuesday evening, the Undergraduate
Student Assembly elected its coordinator and vice coordinator for the

1989-90 school year.

I

'

~ampus Events
Friday, April 14 at 7 p.m. The
Howard Gospel Choir will be in
concert at McKinley High School
located at Second and T streets,
N.E. Admission is $6.
•

S~turday, April 15 front 7:30-11

••

Friday, April 14 al 8 p.m. There will

be a free movie double feature in the
Blackbum Auditorium. ''Big,'' starring Tom Hanks, and ''Moonwalk.er,'' · starring Michael Jackson,
will be shown. Free retjt:shments will

also be provided.

Friday, April 14 and Saturday,
April 15 at 8 p.m. Black Nia
F.0.R.C.E . will present ''Last
Leg," a play in two parts, by
Sherese Woodley in the Blackburn
Auditorium. Tickets are on sale at
t~e ~ramton Auditorium box off1c'\for $3.

·

p.m. Howard University will hold
the I Ith Annual Residence Hall
Week Banquet in the Blackburn
Ballroom. The banquet will honor
dormitory residents with · a
cumulative G.P.A. of 3.5 or better and will highlight the winners

Another objective of the PASCU
conference was promoting student interaction .

I

\

.

.'

. The workshop will be held April 2.0-21 ,
1989 at the Howard ln·n. For more information please contact: The Office of Student Activities at 636-7003.
.

""

-

.

I

•

* R~gistration is required . rforms are

Monday, April 17. The Howard

available in the Office of Student Activities Room 117, Blackburn U_niversity
Center.

Univeisity Caribbeaq Students
Association will conduct elections.
All members are asked to cast
their ballot to select new officers.

I

.

If you have been elected to a student
government office or a recognized campus organization your presence has been
request~d . The Off ice of Student Act iv'ities annual STUDENT LEADERS
ORIENT ATION WOllKSHOP is coming .
The workshop will consist of two full days
which will inform and enlighten you to
University policies and procedures .

and bad GSL application.''

Wednesday, April 19 at 7 p.m. Living Color will meet in the Blackburn
Forum. The topic will be " Is There
Room For Fear In Faith?'' All
students are invited to attend

..

,

see UGSA, page 9

of the Residence Hall Week
activites .

'

'

''It was a larie responsibility, but
I made a massive budget at the beginning of the year and did a lot of preplanning which, in many instances,
saved us a lot of money ,'' Anderson
said.
In addition, the Gary, Ind . native
said that his position as financial adviser enabled him to work in all facets
of UGSA, which he feels qualifies
him for the new position.
Consequently, Anderson said, he
will continue to ''consider the interests of the undergraduate
students.''

The conference included an auction held Saturday night in the
Gallery Lounge in thl" 81?.ckburn
Center. Partir"!iJants brought university. par2phernalia and other
memorabilia from their respective
schools. These items, which were sold
to the highest_ bidders, included
sweatshirts, stuffed animals, mugs
and an Elvis Presely 1988-1989 Tour
T-shirt.

~

ARE .YOU A CHOSEN ONE?

Twenty colleges and universities discuss student-run financial services

'

Mark Lawrence

see

'

'

that will affect student-run unions.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
''The mission statement of the
. PASCU is students helping students
Representatives from student-run ~ foster motivation, provide informacredit unions at 20 universities na- ·. •tion, educate, share and mobilize
tionwide were on hand to participate •resources to provide better financial
in the 8th annual Professional As- Jservice to the student credit union,"
sociation of Student Credit Unions said Kecia Doyle, a participant from
Conference held at Howard Univer- the University of Colorado.
sity April 6-9.
Howard participaht Daniel
In a series of workshops, students Ponder, a sophomore accounting
from schools including the Universi- major, said that Guaranteed Student
ty of Pittsburg, Purdue University Loans were a main feature of the
and the University of Colorado at conference.
Boulder discussed different tech''One objective of the conference
niques in operating credit unions and was to go over GSLs. We wanted to
changes in the credit union profession show the difference between a good

'

In order to compete, the conthe Mr. Howard competit on does
testants-had to have a 2.3 grade
not use talent to judge its winner.
point· average or better (versus the
''We wclnted him to express
2.5 requirement for Miss
himself through words, riting,
Howard), be active in at least one
personal interviews and interacuniversity activity and be a junior,
tion with the students,'' s id Gara non-graduating senior or a
ris~n, an electrical en neering
graduate student.
maJor.
The Mr. Howard competition is
The essay and the appli ation is
a part of UGSA's Spring Black
wonh 20 percent of the vo ing, the
Arts Festival and is run separate.inter;view process wonh 3 percent
ly from the Miss Howard Pageant.
and the student populatio vote is
The .selection o~ Mr: Howard,
worth 50 percent.
according to Garrison ts a sort of .·- 1~Garrison said another reason
salute to the men at Howard.
. for having the competitio is that
''We already,_.., salute ~lac.k
''UGSA wanted to get a 'fferent
women every year. Thts 1s
view of what you call the award
something we'd like to do for the
man.''
men,'' Garrison said .
Unlike the Miss Howard race,
COritest, p&'ge 9

;

Howard credit 'union hosts national conference
By Donna Williams

I

Gerard Robinson

p.m. in "the Hilltop Lounge.

;

$71,000 budget.

Erik Matheney, a 20-year-old
junior finance major and Darryl
Anderson, a 21-year-old senior accounting major, were chosen for the
top positions, respectively.
'' I feel pleased and I'm thankful to
God for this position,'' Matheney
said. , '' I'm overwhelmend with the
responsibilities I will embark upon in
;
!·
the coming year,'' he added.
Matheney, a native . of St.
Erik Matheney !
Petersburg, Fla., is presently the programs chairperson for UGSA. ..
"I feel that UGS~ should be
At the top of his agenda as the new
coordinator, says Matheney, are unified with the HUSA [Howard
plans ''to unify UGSA in attempts to University Student Association], the
Graduate Student Assembly and
expand it."

J.

~
,

'

other student council presidents and
officers to understand the purpose
for HUSA and the student councils,"
Matheney said.
Anderson is pr~sently the UGSA
financial adviser. That position required hi111 to handle and balance a

Hilltop Staff Reporter

0

Marlc A. Lawrence, Lindsey A.
Merritt, Gerard T. Robinson and ,
Jonathan Williams have been 1
selected as the finalists for the the
second annual Mr. Howard competition for the 1989-90 school
year.
According to Renetta Garrison,
UGSA grievance director and
chairperson for the competition,
the four men were chosen on the
basis of essays on what they think
Mr. Howard should portray as
well as their performance in an in~
terview conducted by a committee
that included UGSA Coordinator
Kimb~erly
Esmond,
ViceCoordj_nator Joesph Branch and
Dean of Student Life Vincent
Johns.
,
They will participate in a
speakout next Tuesday and will be
presented during intermission at
the Spring Black Ans Festival
fashion show on April 18. The
speakout and presentation at the
fashion show are both new additions to the competition.
· Another part of the competition
is based on a student population
vote on April 17 to be held on the
ground floor of the Armour J.
Blackburn Center. The winner will
be announced Wednesday at 5

•

.

By· Tina Travers

'

By Shelia Maxwell
and
Molette P.endleton

t!.tld on Tuesday. As usual, it is ex-

Black Arts Festival next week from
April 16-22. The theme for this year's
festival is titled 'Color Me Black'.

'

I

•

•

'

•
•

•

•
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Sports
Howard's acrosse club bounds into action
)

•

By Wendy A. Sharpe

-

' JASON

..

.

---.,,..- -

-

As if they
didn't know

.1

•

This past week, the NCAA

released a 66-page report which
stated

that

many

African-

American athletes who attend
predominantly white institutions
feel they are co11sidered necessary

rather th<tn welcome parts of campus life.
The report aisO stated that tryese
r athletes believe their primary value
is for generating income and

prestige for the university's football and basketball programs-WELL WELCOME TO THE
REAL WORLD!
· According. to the NCAA's
report, ''The Experiences of Black

Intercollegiate Athletes at NCAA
Division I Institutions," almost 70
percent Of African-American foot-

ball and basketball players at
schools with less than four percent
African-Americank students exPressed a perception of being

different.
Half of the athletes polled said
they lacked control over their
-. lives, and one fourth felt isolated
from other students.
Fifty-one percent said they were
isolated racially and a whopping
33 percent of respondents each
reported six cases of racial
discrimination.
And not surprisingly, when
these athletes were asked to express their feelings of their respective universities, most felt the
universities were as bad as their
''campu s pals''. Another tidbit-one that many never would guess-- ·
is that t hese schools put more effort into recru itin g AfricanAmerican
at hletes ·
than
-~ -non-athletes .
~ · - -

·~

the guys did.''
The club is· co-ed though female
participation is low. Marshall said she
aspires to recruit more players to
gin the female team next semester.
Like many games, lacrosse is a
contact sport requiring lot of padding

For all those who think hockey and
football are the only fast-action
sports, step back and watch as
Howard University's lacrosse club
quickly dispels this myth .

Though the club, which consists of

see coltimn, page 8

''It is a very aggressive spQrt,'' said
Johnson. ''But if you play aggressive
then your injuries will be limited ~ ''

Howard's athletic department, they
l)articipate in intramural games with
local teams suc l1 r.s Cat holic and
George Washington Universities.
Although some think lacrosse is
o nly sport played by predom.inantly
" 'hite· prep-school students, this could
not be fu rther f P:Ol,11 the truth .
''T here
haiat e
been
many
misconceptions a~ut la,c rosse,'' said
sophomore B rucdf~ rown , one of the
club 's founde rs. '' H owever, the
American-Indie ni; are [lacrosse's]
foundin1~ J'athers [not caucasians] .''
According •o Brown, lacrosse •. <!
violent c:ontest once played by different Indian tribes, shows a promising futu ~~e for i11terested players at
Howard .
''A fe,v guys and I, played with the
University of Maryland back in '87,
but we wanted to have a black team
frdm a predominantly black university,'' said Brown.
The club's formation is slowly but
surely moving along th~ugh ~hey ~re
conti nually faced w1Qt f1n~nc1al
obstacles.
·
''Everything is goi11g in our direc-tion, however, in order to'be more eff'ect ive we need more fina nces ,'' said
'
Brown.
Much of the money used to purchase equipment and pay for
transportation costs has come from
fund raisers anO a donation of $200
from the College of Liberal Arts. The
lacrosse club has also received support from the Lacrosse Foundation

•

Although Billups acts as the coach,
Brown says the club needs an experienced professionnal to guide the
team .

•

'' Larry has been good, but you
can't coach and play at the same
time, " said Brown.
Marshall said the team works exceptionally well without a coach but
one would be an asset to the teams
success.
As far as performance is concerned, Billups says that their defense tias
been solid entity because they are the
most experienced. Assists from Ri~k
Fulcher, Richard Cooper and Eric

DeShields [an All-American in high ~

sc hoo~]

pholo by Kt itb Dorman Jr.

Lacrosse club members show

their speed ond skill against the University of the District of Columbio.
•
•

become supported by ari entity within
the university.
..
' ' We have had a verbal commit·
ment from the school and Mr . Archer
o f Student Activities has been a

''Ii is comical to watch everyone
Larry ''Love'' Billups, a junior
try to pile out of the cars,'' said Doug and acting coach, said that the losses
Johnson.
have been by small margins. They
Yet, these inconveniences have bt lost to Catholic in triple overtime by
stifled the clubs si ncerity or interes • one goal and to George Washington
In fact, the group 's determination by two.
grows more intenSe with each game. \,,~-,,··1 talked to with one of the players
The club has lost the first three rom Catholic," said Shannon Margames, but they have proven to be . shall, head of the women' s club,
qu ite comoetitive.
''and he was surprised that a black

tremendous help," said Brown.
The club is hoping that the univer:
sity will allow them to use some ot·
Howard's vehi cles to pro,1 id e
transportation to the games.

of Baltimore.
The club strongly expects to

r---

• --------·-·-1
_____...... ____
•

IIf Sports is your1
I tping,,. look for I
I Jason
Johnson
I
•

Sports
Spotlight

·

•
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Coach Howard turns Sharks around

L-------------------------

By Jeannie Moore
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The H oward Sharks, the university's swim te.im, has experienced two
successful seasons ever si nce th'e arrival of head coach Eric Howard.

••'

Howard, 29, became head coach

••

of the team in October 1987 after the
resignation of former head coac~ .
Yohnnie Shambourger. Howard said
that since then the team has been
outstanding .
''In Octob·e r of last year l took
over and they [the teaml have been
tremendous , "
s·a id
HoWard;
''They've gotten a lot faster and have

••
•
•
••
•

•
•

. '•

''~
'

"'•••

'

·:•

worked much harder. We went<om
a regional level to a national level."
Under Howard, the team has won
the Tri-State Championship for the
second consecutive year, participated
in, the Eastern Conference Championship and recently took 8th place
in the United States Swimming
Natioiials .

Although, these are team accomplishments, coach Howard said
that when a team is able to work
together to achieve its go~l, he takes
it as a personal accomplishment .
''I call success when you get a
group of people together and they ·
realize what their ~oal is and does

l

become a group working towards a
common goal is success.''.
His plan for the upcom1n~ sea on
·is tl~ work much harder with each
team member so that they can
develop better swimming skills .
''We're going to increase the
amount of training and hopef~lly
move up a notch in terms of P.uit1ng
people to where they are considered
world class vs . national clas&1'' he
said.
Th~

coach said that with ,other

see Sharks, page 8

By Maynard Clarke

brought home by another double,

Hilltop Staff Reporter

this one off the bat of Todd Watson,

'
•

••

In an effort to improve their
fledgling n3.tional baseball league, a
group of ·s oviet players traded swings
with Howard's team Monday at Banneker Field. The three inning jaunt
ended with the Bison on top 8 to 7. •

••
•

•

;'

''

Senior outfielder John Moody

A FREE PHONE CALL COULD HELP PUT YOU IN A
NEW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK THE EASY WAY
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"The fact that they [Sharks] have

•••
••

0

a team," said Howard.

Baseball team .ends.losing streak

•
•"•

•

everYthing they need to do to become

•

••
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THE GMAC
COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN ... GET $400
AND MAKE No PAYMENTS
FOR 90DAYS.•
Call 1-800-237-3264, and you'll find
. out how GMAC can make your aftercollege math a lot simpler.

With GMAC's College Graduate
Finance Plan, you'll receive: ,
~ $400 to apply to your down
payment when )rou buy a new
GM car or light-duty truck.
~ .OR, $400 to apply to your first
lease payment.
~ PLUS, when you buy you may be
able to defer your first paYment
for 90 days ... giving you time to

. . ,get your career up and running
before you start making
payments. Finance charges accrue
from date of purchase.
Another important fact: Your $400 ' .
discount is in addition to any rebate
or special financing rate available
when you buy your new GM vehicle.

GUARAJ\'TEED FINANCING.

•

D Yes! Please send my free GMAC

T hat'S right . Your financing is
guaranteed ·as long as you qualify for
the plan. You can find out al~ the
details about qualifying in your
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan infomiation pack.

O:>llege Graduate Finance Plan
information pack. (J>rint clearly.)
photo by David Embdeo

struck the decisive blow in the scrimmage, a grand :>_lam home run in the
last inning. Left- .han·d ed pitcher Darre'll Moody was' awarded the win.
'' We hit the ball well, but we made
a Jot of errors and didn't take them
seriously at first,'' said centerfielder
'Arnold Gaines .
The Bison continued their winning
ways 'f.uesday by beating crosstown
rival Georgetown 8 to 6. Cluey
HargroVC, who has a .352 batting
average this .season, knocked in the

Bison warm up to beal Russians 8-7 game winning RBI with a double to
giv~e

CALL 1-800-237-3264 RIGHT
NOW FOR t'REE INFORMATION.

•

s.•••

Call 1-800-237-3264 now - or send
in the coupon - to receive your free
Gfy1Ay Cqllege Graduate Finance
Plan iriformation pack. ThereS no
gbligation :ind you could receive a
·$400 discount on your new GM ,
vehicle. Do it today!
GMAC,~ an

Equal Cr001t Opportunity Company.

*This deferral of payment apt.ion is not available
with leasing or other GMAC programs or in
Michigan and Pennsylvania, OJ on vehicles with a
cash-selling price of less tha{i $10.oo:J 1n
New Jersey.

© l989 GMAC. All Rights Reserved.
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By Jeannie Moore
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Da:•ofGradw•.,.,

Or call I-800-237-3264 now to request
your free GMAC College Graduate
f inance Plan information.

the team a 7-6 lead. He was later

The winning pitcher, Anthony
Young had a strong performance
coupled with some good fielding and
pickoffs . Moody had a strong day at
the plate, going 3 for 5•
Catcher Mark Taylor went 2 for 4 .
''We hung in there well and played
good 4efense when we needed it,''
said Moody.
The Bison' s Saturday gafue against
the University of the District of Columbia was cancelled due to jain .
Their next game is scheduled. for
Saturday when they meet the University of Maryland, Baltimore County .
On Tuesday, the Bison will swing
south for the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference championship in
Tall&hasee Florida .
With a 9 wins and 12 loss record,
the team. is. ridin_g a two Rame winn-

against Virginia Commonwealth
University and fytorgan State College.
In the VCU match, team members
Annie Mvllwain, Becky Callender
and Sabrina Willis played exceptionally well. Callender won both
sets, 7-5 and 6-0; Mcilwain won bot~
sets by a 6-1 margain, and Willis won

very well. They have a lot of con·
fidence and right now they are-on the
verge of winning their first MEAC
championship,'' said Strickland.
Unlike the women's team, the
men's team is having a stroke of bad
luck. Ironically, Strickland feels that
this is due to a lack of confidence.

La1·ry Strickland, the head coach
of both the men's and women's tennis teams, looks forward to a double
vict<)ry-- capturing two MEAC
Chan1pionship titles.
''J have only one expectatjon in going into the MEAC, and that is to win
it all for both teams,'' said
Strickland.
Both teams will be finishing up
their regular season next week. If

has been getting help from an addied with a final score of 7 to 2.
tional player, Derrick Owens who
Howard wiped out MSC by a final just became eligible to play on the
score of 9 to 0. Each team member team. However, even the addition of
scored six points or more in the single · Owens has not proved but his help

they qualify, they will then go on to

set and captured all three doubles sets

both 'of her sets 6-0, The team also

won~l three doubles sets and finish-

Strickland said that the men's team

has has not been helpful enough,

play in the MEAC championship with six points margin of victories.
''I would like to think that they
April 1,9 through 22 at Florida A&M
Accor~: .. ~ to Strickland, the
could turn thinJts around and go inUniversity.
.
women's team confidence has helped to the MEAC championship and
So far, the.women's club }).as been· their playing tremendously.
keep their MEAC title,'' , heimproving its record with victories
''Our women's team is playing . see Tennis, page 8
,

-
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'

•

'

'

see Bison, page 8

Strickland eyes ,double championships

. Coi l •~• Nam•"
Mail to:
GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan
General Motors Building, Annex 240
Detroit,. Michigan 48202
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'

stfengthens the team's
performance.
:t
Included in tt1e next season is a
communnity project with two southi
east D.C . middle schools and
Lacrosse Foundation of Baltimore, in
an effort to increase youth awareness
about the sport and encourage participation at the high school and col·
legiate level . ·
"'
For the future,· the team looks
towards becorrring part of the NCAA
on an assoCiate membership level, as
well as compete for national titles.
The lacrosse club will compete in
a tournament at George Mason
UniverSity April 21 and 22, pitted
against teams including Penn State
and the University · of 'North
Carolina.

'

•

!•'-

•

and a good massage afterwards.

30 players, is not officialLy part of

8. JoltNsoN

'

team could play the sport as well as

Hilltop Staff Rewrter
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Banking on the future
• •

I

·-

The recent revelation that what we formerly considered an African-American independent financial institution, the United National
Bank, is in reality a subsidiary of a larger white
institution, should serve as an example of what
is currently happening in the business world.
A quick examination of business mergers
between stronger . aqd weaker institutions
shows us that the interests of the weaker
business often get swept under the rug. This
is the challenge that lies before the AfricanAmericans that are currently running the five
branches of United National in the District.
These frequent mergers stem from the fact
that all .of the accounts in every African
American-owned bank in the country com bin. · ed do not come anywhere near the assets of
one of the larger white banks.
We should be aware ·of these conditions
when we decide where to bank. AfricanAmericans should not be discouraged from investing in their own people and supporting
their existing banks. Much respect is owed to
those individuals who are able to overcome the
obstacles that this society places in front of
'

•

,

them when they try to uplift their people
economically.
•
The simple fact that the university and the
new student credit union have had so much
trouble finding a bank in the District that is
owned and operated by African-Americans
and still is able to offer the quantity and types
of services they need is a saa·statement.
Perhaps some of these banks could improve
their financial situation by making their services less painful for their patrons. ·Anyone
who has ever tried to cash a check or make a
deposit at United National knows that it can
be a nightmare.
There is no way that a productive bank
would keep ,people standing in line for 45
minutes. And anyone who has tried to use the
automatic teller outside the bank knows JJllit
there is an extremely good chance that it'will
be ''temporarily out of service.''
The fragility Qf African-American banks
should be seen as a call to those of us who are
planning futures in business and banking.
There is a lot of room for improvement in this
industry as well as growth.

By any means • • •
'
publicly announced his support rar an open
In an effort to find . a solution to the proforum between students, staff and administrablems that continue to plague this university'
·tion, he chose not to attend.
the Coalition of Col)cerned Students held a
The pervasive attitude amoqg trustees Thadforum that raised the eyebrows of everyone
deus Garrett and Sharon Pratt Dixon and adthere and emphasized what many students haved been feeling-that now is the time for'
ministrators, including Dr. Carl Anderson,
ice president for Student affairs, is that we
deeds, not words.
should wait out the semester. Many people will
Alumna Andrea Johnson, a member of the
class of 1978 and an instructor in the College be graduating, transferring, o., just not coming back, and it will be difficult to sustain the
of Liberal Arts, literally put her money where
her mouth is and pushed others to do the same.
energy that came from a united student action.
Like many people on campus, Johnson was
Many thought that it would be difficult to
tired of hearing the same problems explained
take over the school and shut it down, Many
thought that it would be impossible to 'get Lee
over and over again and . no conclusions
reached.
Atwater off of the board of trustees. And
So when the idea of students actively lobmany people still think that the activists on
bying congressmen was brought up, Johnson
campus are a bunch of irrational
kids with
no
•
•
took out her checkbook and gave $1,000 to the
real understanding of what is happening in.the
efforts, but rightfully
demanded to see some
larger world.
.•·
•
This reflects a patronizing attitude toward
results. If more people were as concerned and
all of us. If we allow this wholeincident to pass
committed to furthering the mission of this
school, we would be in a much better position without taking authoritative action to insure that
than we are now.
the administrators are upholding their part or
the bargain, then we are as stupid as they
The attendance at the forum was embarassbelieve us to be.
ing. On a campus of 12,000, fewer than 100
What can we do?
people showed up to voice an opinion.
Organize our unused weaponi-parents and
Students who profess to want to help this
school grow but do not take time to contribute
alumni-into a tool with which to strike at the
financial lifeline of this school. If they begin
to a dialogue of committed students are only
to question the practices of the clowns that are
adding to the problem. How can we expect
results if we are not willing to give up our most
runping this institution into the grou.nd, the
precious resource: Ol..r time?
administration will sit up and take notice.
1
An even more exasperating issue is that apWe are in a position to make tremendous
changes in this school which will make it a betparently the administrators of this school have
decided to ignore the legitimate demands of
ter place for those who follow us. We must use
the students and faculty that were voiced in
any means at our disposal to correct the prothe protest over a month ago. After Dr. Cheek
blems in front of us. If not us, who?

•

..

'

•
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Bennett's Band-aid tact'ics
Drug czar William J. Bennett has taken a
dangerously patronizing attitude toward the
residents and officials of the District of Columbia in his emergency pran to attack the city's increasingly violent drug problems.
His statement, ''The plain fact is that, for
too long and in too many respects, the District
government has failed to serve its citizens"
reveals his misunderstanding of the true nature
of the problem.
Structurally,the program he has outlined
does not give the district gqvernment a dime
and does not allocate money for the additional
700 police officers, 11 judges, and 79 extra
probation officers and employees deemed
necessary by D.C. Mayor Marion Barry.
Bennett did not invite any D.C. government
officials to the announcement of the plan,
preferring that they hear about it on the evening news iike everyone else. He repeatedly
pointed to the Barry administration's "irresponsibility" as the reason for the drug
problem.
Mistakenly, Bennett thinks that this problem
can be attributed to liberals running the
District who are soft on crime. But the policies
that he has advocated do not appear to be the
answer.
Finding 250 extra jail spaces does not solve
the problem of drugs and violence, but deals
with the criminal after the damage is done.
Crack dealers, obviously, are not intimidated
by the threat of jail.
Evicting drug dealers from pOblic housing
projects only means that they will use the street
corners as a marketplace instead. And military>
intellep;ence age,nts will onlv discover what .

police already know: there are at least 9:; areas ·
in the city where drugs are regularly bought
and sold .
Bennett's 110Iicies would have the effect of
adjusting to the problem with resignation instead of trying to destroy the conditions which
promote and foster drug abuse. These policies
say nothing to the drug addicts who need
medical assistance to recover and become productive, functional members of the society.
City officials received no detailed explanation of Bennett's drug plan, making it appear
to those involved that Bennett has no respect
for their abilities as elected public officials.
This condescending attitude becomes even
more insulting when coupled with the fact that
most District residents and officials are
African-Americans while Bennett is white with
a long track record of hostility toward and
misunderstanding of the needs of minorities
in this country during his term as Secretary of
Education.
This planro:':-" mentality has prevented him
from seeing that the people who are suffering the most , com the problem-those trapped in high crime areas and those elected to
represent them-might be able to offer some
valid suggestions.
.
This is not to say that the Barry administration has exactly been authoritative and forceful
in dealing with the problem. Nor is it meant
to disparage the federal government's atten-.
tion to the problems. Every little bit of help
is drastically needed and appreciated.
This community should be willing to try
anything to keep itself from imploding. But
B'ennett's attitude can only create more
problems.
'

•
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H.U. Post Office
mismanaged
Dear Editor,

•

Is there a large storage area ' for
'' lost'' mail? If so, why can't the
students who are expecting mail or
paid postal workers go there to look
for it? Someone is not doing his job.
Why do I have to pay for certified
or registered mail in order to be
assured ofpelivery? I'd like to have
an answer. What is happening to the
mail? And don't tell me that it is incorrectly addressed or has no return
address. Give me an answer; one that
makes sense.

I beJieve I speak for many parents
and friends of Howard University
students when I ask and complain:
why do I have to pay several dollars
to send a letter by special delivery to
a Howard University student in order
to be assured of its safe arrival?
In less than six months, three of Sincerely,
my letters sent to a freshman at
Howard have been ''lost.'' ·· After Mrs. Lorraine C. Tuggle
speaking to this student, she has:informed me that she is not the only
one not receiving mail; it is ''lost.''
If a letter is misplaced, why is it
never found? The dead letter office
of the Washington, D.C. Post Office
-uecir cEditor,
and the post office at Howard
University are truly ''dead." Nothing
' is ever foq,nd.
I am writing concerning the April
Both the post office at the school 7 article and editorial surrounding the
and the main post office obviously inciderit at Drew Hall. There are
are managed by non-readers, many things that could be written but
remedial readers OJ!. thieves. Why I will choose only to focus on a few
can't they fead return addresses if the points.
student c.in't be located?
_
First, the problems at Dr~w J-i'!ll,

Drew ·incident part
of bigger problem

not to Ron Harris, but to Dr. Carl
E. Anderson and ''Dean'' William
Keene. The situation at Drew is
symptomatic of Carl Anderson's
mismanagement of the Division of
Student Affairs, particulariy the Office of Residence Life and Keene's
laissez-faire style of ''leadership.''
If the ''administrators'' in this
department had asserted and flexed
their administrative muscle, perhaps
thi s situation would not have
happened.
Second, if any disciplinary actions
or: reprimands are taken against Ron
Harris, then actions should also be
taken against Dr. Anderson and
.William Keene for their negligence
because I am sure that they know of
Harris' absence and poor management of the dormitory.
Finally, we as students must continue to question authority here at
Howard University and hold authority figures accountable, in order that
they serve ou'r best interests .
Sincerely,

.I

Kevin Leman
College of Liberal Arts
~~

~-
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scapegoat
Cristal
Baron
..
As graduation approaches, it is im-

portant for graduating seniors to
keep themselves focused in order to

finish out the semester. This focus
cOuld also be applied to the mood
and intentions of those who plan to.

attend and celebrate the graduation.
Graduation is a time when people
come from all over the country to

celebrate the successes of those who
are being honored-theoretically.
The problem is that too many people forget the significance of this
accomplishment.
If we tum to the time when
Howard University was founded, we
see that it was the only option for

many people because African Americans were limited to AfricanAmerican universities. That first
graduation was probably appreciated
more than any one Since.
Unfortunately, today many people
look forward to graduation so that
they can eat, drink (heavily) and be
merry . It's Miller time, right?
There is nothing inherently wrong
with partying to celebrate, but it
seems to overshadow that which is
most important. Do we remember
why African-American colleges were
founded or even why they s.till exist ?..
They have continued to do for
African-American s what other ,

predominantly white institutions
cannot.
Therefore, graduation should be
more than just a party. It should
stand as a huge reminder of past
racism and should serve to remind
people of what still exists. Even
though the people in attendance
display their vast material ·symbols of
success, they are not a good representative sample of the average AfricanAmerican person.
'1rtthough brother and sisterhood
may be quite visible and racial unity
may seem prevalent, there )are still
repressed and depressed people in
every newscast who are killing each
other over what they think entails
financial success.
This is not to say that people who
attend homecomings, Congressional
Black Caucuses or any other
predominantly African-American1
events should not enjoy themselveS.
It is to say that while they are reaping the benefits 6 f a priveleged life
and of fortunate circumstances, they
should remember what it is that
makes or has made events like these
necessary.
They sb,ould also be aware that, as
the protest made known to anyone
who paid attention, we' ve still got a ,
long way to go.

The writer is a copy editor at The
Hilltop.

''If Willie Horton' raped
Marilyn Quayle, Dan Quayle
would be pro-choice.''
That was one of the signs I read
while I participated in the march
for Women's Equality/ Women's

thou sands of leaders, concerned
citizens, and medif personnel
there was that name again' ' Horton ," written in red and
screaming fo r attention .
I wonder did that protester con-

which is evident by the fact that
she kept on marching.

hundreds

The writer is On undergraduate stu·
dent at Howard University.

'

..

day, April 9. It was perhaps one

of the most disturbing aspects of
my involvement; so distubing in

fact, that I felt compelled to speak
to the woman carrying that sign.
As a public relations major,'I
was interested in why this protester
chose to attach her valid prochoice argument to one of the
most negative elements of the 1988
Presidential.Election. I asked her
why it was important to even'mention Horton's name.
I also suggested to her that the
reference to Horton clouded the
issue- that all women, irregardless of their separate moral
convictions, should have access to
abortions thereby affording them
control of their own destinies.
Well, this protester quickly
assured me that her sign wasn't
made in any ' 'conscious racist
overtures.'' By using Horton's
name, she insisted, she was giving
the pro-choice issue one more leg
to stand on. Yes, I know, I explained, but what concerned me
was whose leg it stood on or in this
case, was shackled to?
Once again we hav~ ·been
revisited by the malicioufrlresidue

'
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'
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Sumerians were black societies dating

back to Biblical times.

These are the people who are
It wasn't until I became a part of responsible for dividing the years inthe Mecca (Howard University) that to months, weeks, days, minutes, and
I realized that blacks have con- seconds by using their advanced skills
tributed much more to American . in astrology. Hammurabi, the most
prosperity and history than just the famous of the Babylonian kings,
dream of Dr. Martin Luther King, originated the idea of a seven day
Jr ., or the protestations of Malcolm week with the last day being the
X, or even the campaign to nominate Sabbath.
the Rev. JeSse Jackson for the NaIt is time we teach our children that
tional Democratic presidential the English alphabet stemmed f ro'm
candidacy.
the Phoenicians, Canaanite and
Since the dawn of civilization to Hebr~w, which by the way, are an ·
modern times, people of African des- cient black nations.
cent have been crucial to the molding
It is time to say that H,a nnibal, who
of the world's history and to the was a black general in the second
evolution of society as it exists today. Punic War, crossed ·the Alps with
According to Rudolph R. Wind- elephants and was victorious in Italy
sor's ''From Babylon to Timbuktu,'' over the Romans.
' ' European civilization developed
It is time to say that the Egyptians
from ancient black civilization . demonstrated superior profiency in
Without this black civilization, white medicine, agriculture, engineering,
domination and influence as we and mathematics; .and Algebra
"-..J know it today would be im - originated from black Arabs; amd
probable.''
the great Imhotep, an Egyptian, and
We are taught and shaped from not Hippocrates is the ' ' father of
birth to believe that everything black medicine'' and the originator of the
is negative and inferior and Caduceus, the medical symbol.
everything white is positive and
My brothers and sisters, the list is
•
superior.
great and the people many . It is time
Given such distortions of the truth for us to teach our children that black
as these, it is our responsibility as a people are not unifnportant o r inpeople to universally disseminate the significant to American society. We
knowledge that black people are the are this society!
.
world's most ancient race.
It is time for each of us to take on
We should no longer allow the the initiative to not only educate
truth to be hidden, misrepresented, ourselves, but also our children. They
or tossed aside. It is time to tell our are our future and America's future.
children and all of America facts like: · Teaching our children the great imthe Babylonians, Egyptians, and portance of our special heritage will

\
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Know thyself with pride

•

\,
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The new political nihilism
-

Levi Whitaker
•

crusade. She probably did not,

before

•

=

•

..

predator of defenseless white
females has now become more

sider that perhaps Horton would
not have chosen to be a part of her

of

/ So,

Rights on the National Mall, Sun-

Rosalind Mosley

•

myth of the black male as the

firmly entrenched into the social
flber of this country.

I •

"

~

Kimberly Ntcho/s

of George Bush's pfesidential
campaign where perceptions control minds.
What has unfortunately occurred in the aftermath of that
destructive campaign is that the

agenda .
Apparent ly,
the
House
Republicans are dissatisfied with the
strategies employed by their leaders .
The younger generation , spearheaded by party chairman Lee Atwater,
wants an aggressive, confrontation3.l
political agenda . Though Ging'rich
was elected by two votes, the party

fulfilling the political agenda .
Furthermore, ultraconservative
Pat Buchanan, a syndicated columnist, is emerging as a viable political
analyst ar.d spokesperson. And Edward Rollins, director for the
Repub'l ican Congressional Committee, has emerged as a liberal
malcontent .

As if the African-American commuriity does not have enough pro·' blems to contemplate, recent events
occuring on Capitol Hill will also
arouse attention . In the dawn of of has faith that he will be a competent ·
In addition, the infamous Ronald
political nihilism and mean-spirited performer.
Reagan years have spawned an ampolitics , the new, young, political
In regard to nihilism, interprete.d _- ple and eager amount of youn
right is surveying · 's power and is all by German philosopher Friedrich politicos. Political surveyors realize
too eager to exer ·t .
Nietzsche, among others, this that more people under 35 are now
Newt Gingrich, R- ., was elected philosophy will be actively practiced actively voting Republican. Lastly,
minority whip to the .S. House of in order to gain political clout .
'Jeorge Bush, former director of the
Representatives; th whip is the
Even though Howard University CCntral Intelligence Agency, won so
number two political figure, whose protestors vehemently challenged resoundly that invariably the word
primary duties are to establish party political ideologies, the Republican liberal is deemed blasphemous.
loyalty, vote-attendance and of party will not do likewise. Despite
All of these actions relate to us as
course , policy direction.
apologies made by GOP-ers, the a people. Some of the most conThe media and the Democratic racial implications in regard to the troversial legislative and judicial rulParty are very concerned over this ar- Willi'e Horton furlough program are ings are going to come before a conrangement . African-Americans who evident; moreover, it gives a brief servative president, Supreme Coun,
, ., are politically astute should be as demonstration of Republican Party and young ''foot-soldiers'' who are
• well .
tactics . If a nihilist agenda can be willing to exploit the issue to insure
Nihilism is defined as, ''the belief employed to assure advancement, victory. ,_
,
that destruction (alteration) of ex- then so be it .
Affirmative action policies, tax
isting political ... instittitions is
Even though Gingrich and Atwater roll-backs for the wealthy, among
necessary for future~provement. '' are political opportunists , they are others, are important enough to
Gingrich is a pOlitical strategist not alone in their beliefs.
evoke bias and overblown sensawho is cunning enought to employ
The young lions are in high posi- tionalization. The end result is the
''sensational'' tactics in order to tions. The March 20, issue of African-American community being
escalate an issue. Gingrich is the Newsweek magazine details the set back nearly 25 years.
legislator who launched the current eagerness and frustration of Vice
The African-American communiinvestigation of House Speaker Jim P.resi~ent Dan Quayle. HC wants to ty is drawing sharp criticisms for
Wright, D-Tex. Despite Wright's see · a more assertive, albeit all'egedly harboring and manifesting
guilt or innocence, Gingrich has pro- belligerently conservative stance by the drug problem, accepting and
ven to his peers that he is a shrewd the White House .
abusing the federal assistance prooperator.
.'
powever, staffers and aides are gram and impeding the economic •
Foes estimate that he will utilize c~annelling his energies oD other mat- growth and social welfare of the
any method at his disposal to win a ters. John Sununu, White House country.
political victory. What is even more Chief of Staff and former governor ! Interestingly, ''Star Wars'' takes
disturbing is that he will assist in set- · of New Hampshire, is also a ''mover more social precedence over ''Head
ting the Republican Party's legislative and shaker" anxios to commence Start." It is expected that this blight

on American society, as we have
always been, will have to be co-opted
or removed from the populationeconorriically,
,politically
or

physically.
To find an absolute solution to this
dilemma is perplexing; however ,
there are alternatives the AfricaaAmerican community can utilize.
Educating ourselves wholistically is
always a relevant suggestion. Supplanting current African-American
leaders with more nationalistic and
unwavering ones, and setting an informal system of holding them accountable, such as openly publishing
bills, voting records, etc., is yet
another option.
Even though the
U.S . government has been
diametrically opposed to the struggle
of African peoples, communicating,
verbally or in written form, with
legislators is also a possibility.
Most importantly though is the advent and survival of a comprehensive
African-American party which can
freely investigate either political entity. It must be noted that the people
organized and functioning together
can annihilate any nihilistic
endeavors
to
castrate
our
community.
If African-Americans, from t-fie
''lucky'' bourgeoise to the populus of
the poor make significant inroads to
one another, elections such as that of
Newt Gingrich will not be studied.
Moreover, neither will the other
various
plagues
upon
o~r
community.

ultimately give us the intellectual
po wer to make a difference and
upho ld our own pride.
Fatho mably, our proprieties have
been intentio nally corrupted by the
continuation of racial prejudices and
dilatory abolitions of secured interests, such as affirmat~e action and
minority set-asides.
We must show our children that we
ca nn o t alto w our selves to be
manipulated by the ideal facets of the
wh ite societY any longer .
Counteraction is the key to a victorious success,' but not at the cost of
our own people. It seems as though
every time I look around, I am constantl y and sadly reminded of how little unit y my fellow African
Am ~ri c an s frequently display.
It is baneful enough to see our
brothers and sisters held back by the
injustices o f a n unfair society, but it
is perversely ignorant and licentious
fo r us as a race to prevent ourselves
from obtaining and achieving the
goals we have set to meet success.
We sho uld untirelessly begin
teaching o ur children to be proud of
their great heritage, for not only is it
the truth , it is the only one they have.

-·

our people are a great people.
Tell them ·of the courageou s
perseverance of our ancestors that
allowed them to survive slavery while
at the same time help build western
culture as it exists today .
From their many strengths should
come our • future accomplishments
and the ambition to thrust even further into our society.
We should not criticize our people
for the misconeption that has t>een intentionally inflicted on our r~e. In-

stead, we sh9,uld all help create an en·

iI

virnonment ,that consumate~ shattered hopes and enourages evCryOne
to live out their dreams as al'! citizens.
My frienCis , it does not tak¢ much
time out o'f our busy schedllles to
propel our children forward ahd give
them the insight they need . /. It is quite common for many of us
to speak of action. It is rarely found
that many of us do it. We are surely
able to talk the ''talk'' but my question to you is, are we willing to walk
the ''walk''?

The writeris a junior in the College
of Liberal Arts

Bush cuts class
George Daniels

students that our schools turn Out.

sc holarships to 570 graduating

into those neighborhoods to deal with

Are magnet sdchodls really helping to

turnout excelling students? I'm talking of students in poor AfricanOn Wednesday, April 1989, our American neighborhoods . How are
''Education President ' ' George Bush. magnet schools helping these students
introduced $441 million in education who also have the potential to be the
initiatives. Based "Jn the ideas of re- next president, senator or congresswarding excellence, helping needy man from their respective areas?
Most of President Bush ' s
students1and ·assuring accountability,
President Bush-has proposed giving proposals are geared toward the stucash awards to public and private dents who are already excelling.
elementary and secondary schools What about those who clre not excelthat have made substantial progress · ling? They tend to be those in the
in raising acheivemerlt, giving grants neighborhoods with severe drug
to local education agencies to estab- problems or crime. President Bush
lish magnet schools and awarding does say he wants to funnel money
seniros who have excelled in the
sc iences , mathematics, or engineering .
Many Congrtessional leaders and
educators have already criticized
Bush's plan as inadequate and doing
more
harm
than
good.
Bush ' s plan does warrant a closer
look . And upon doing so one will
find that Education President's
proposals made no allowances for inflation . Don' t forget that these new
initiAves are also added to the already
unstable $21 .9 billion education
budget. $18 billion dollars of this
proposal have already been placed in
a black' box of programs which can
be
cut
or
frozen.
President Bush said it is important
to pieasure success by the kind of

drug problems. But, what about the
educational and the financial
problems these young people als~

face?
President Bush has not proposed

anything to'help the near 50 percent

•

dropout rate that exists in most of
America's predominantly AfricanAmerican school systems.

What about the Pell Grants? !fas
the Education President made any attempts to help those regular students
receive aid as they seek to pursue a
higher education?
President Bush needs to be the
Education President for all students
not just a select few.

The writer is afreshman ih th~ School
of Co1J1munication.
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Derrick Payne·
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The writer is an economics mqjor in
the Qi//ege of liberal Arts.
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The Awards Banquet will be held on Saturday, April 22, •989 at 7:•sp.m.at the
Washington Plaza Hotel on Massachusetts and Vermont Avenues N.W. ·

~
i

'
I'
!
•

!

Invited honorees are Mr. Lafayette Jackson, Vice President of Special· Marketing Services;
· Mr. George Butler, Vice President of Marketing of CBS Records; Dr. Regina Frazier, National
President of the LINKS Organization; Mr. Edward T. Welburn, Assistant Chief Designer for
General Motors; Mrs. Carmen Turner, General Manager of Metro Transit Authority; Dr. GeraldiQe ·
P. Wo0ds, former Chairman of the Board of Trl:Jstees; Mr. Cleveland Christophe, formerly of
T.L.C. Other Invited Alumni are Ms. Debbie Allen, Mrs. Phylicia Ayers-Allen Rashad and Mrs.
Roberta Flack, as well as Dr. William H. Cosby as the keynote speaker .

••

.
..

•

. Tickets will be available at Cramton Auditorium on Monday, April 17. If there are any questions ;"" ·· i
\ please contact the H.U.S.A. Office at 63?-7007.
.. ·
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PR officials give career tips during seminar

Alum-n4
donates
$1000

By Sheri Wineglass

sophomore public relations major
and a member of the planning com- '.
mittee for the event.
Heward alumna Joan Watson,
assistant director for public relations
at the Grand Hyatt Hotel in the
District, told students to ''get over
[their) collc:;ge degree arrogance.''
''You can learn a lot from jobs
that are simply related to what you
eventually want to do," she said.

troductory public relations course at
Dukes, who organized the public
Howard, said students from one of relations sequence in the School of
his classes came up with the idea for Communications in 1972, was pleasthe seminar. He added that from the ed with the turn out. He also ine_vent, ''students will gain informa- traduced public relations profest1on by networking and there {wasj a · sionals who would be participating in
f~ll day. of interaction with profes- an upcoming PR Mentors Program.
s1onals 1n the field.''
Dr. Bonnie Guitton, Department
The panelists told students that of Education, told the audience that
there are many routes they can take the mentor program was important
to ge~ i~volved in public relations . because professionals 81,'C needed to
'
They 1ns1sted that success in the field share their knowledge with the
Adrienne Greene, director of d~pends on how an individual carries students to help them succeed.
Youth Markets at Coca-Cola and one himself.
''Recognize t hat you have
of the cosponsors of the seminar,
''You need to know how to sell something special to offer and yoq,,
said, ''You must be prepared to yourself. Be honest and confident should take.someo ne along with you
work, be prepared to succeed, and and know what you can and cannot when you reach the top ,'' she said.
you must be organized.''
do,'' S<Ji~ Terry Milici-, a Howard
~ Abraham Veneble, director of urgraduate who recently started her
ban affairs at General Motors agreed. own public reWtions firm.
.- Howard graduate Robin Beaman,
''In corporate America, you have
_of ·Black Entertainment Television,
~oody gave insights as to how
to out-do and out-think those guys, Afr1can-Americ(lns are perceived in alsO had suggestions for college
keep abreast of information and pur- t ~e work plac~. ror example, accor- students: ''Get as much experience as
sue excellence at every,. point,'' he ding to dress and hairstyle. She said you . can now. Consider all
said .
rhat. •.,.,.,,. employers have problems opportunities-paid and unpaidOfield Dukes, who teaches the in- with African hairstyles .
and have confidence in yourself ."
'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

By James Stovall
Hill1op Staff Reporter

In an unexpected'lnove Wednesday
night, a Howard alumnus donated a

$1,000 check to HUSA to form a
political action group which would
work with the administration to increase federal funding and appropria-

Ar.di . fl Johm<'n

tions for the university.

Public relations professionals from
both the private and cOrporate industry gave public relations students
tips on success in 'their field during
the selninar, ''PR 89: Into the
Light," held last Saturday from 11
a .m. to 4 p.m. in "· the School of
Business auditorium .
Guest speakers, James Farmer, a
public relations representative with
General Motors and Helen Moody,
·an image consultant, model and
president of Helen
Moody
Associates, were among the 15
African-American public practi tioners who attended the second annual public .relations seminar.
The goal of the· seminar was to
help students to bridge the gap from
college to professional life by networking and learning-about the field
from successful African-Americans ,
accdrdi.n g to Marie Eusebe, a

suit existing political action groups th
insure organizational and structural
award~d the check after a student at
~
a meeting held by the Coalition of legality .
Although she hopes her contribu·
Concerned Students suggested that a
can foster student and 3.d·
lobby group could help secure con- tion
.
.
.
' .
gressional funding.
. m1n1strat1ve cooperation tn a WJD ,
win situation," Johnson said that it
·. ''It was an excellent suggestion and
one that seemed like the next logical is primarily for student motivation .
~ 'I am sup,'ortive because I see
step in improving the university,"
said Johnson, a panelist at the students who h. ve a conscience and
who c3.re," she said .
meeting.
HUSA President Garfield Swaby ,
Johnson, also a visiting professor ,
By Shrona Forerilan
in the history department, said the who will be heading the group, said
Hilltop Staff Reporte r
' 'I am ecstatic; I think it' s great!' '
pO litical action group will use the
Ras Baraka, a junior in the College
charitable contribution to educate
The family, friends, and former inof Liberal Arts said , ''I think it is a
Congress on the issues of fi11ancial
positive step. All of the alumni slructors of Ensign Calvin Lee
aid , housing and security.
Thorpe Jr. (US Navy) , gathered in
should u se her as an example.''
·Johnson made it clear that she
Newly elected Undergraduate the chapel of Alexander S. Pope
would check with HUSA officers to
Trustee Darin Gayles agreed, ' ' I Funeral Home f\.fonday afternoon to
insufe that the group has fv1111t"d and
think it's real good . It shows that pay tribute to the memory of the
corhpleted proposals which include
some alumni are j:ommitted to this Howard honor graduate.
goal s, strategies and a timetable .
· Thorpe died April 7 of a massive
university .''
' ' I'm not .just giving . money
This contribution is not JoQ.nson's heart attack in Athens, Georgia
aw~ _"• she said. ''I want to see
1
frrst. Previously, the lawyer has given where he was attending Naval Suppsomeththg done .''
$2,500 to the Department of History ly Corps School.
Well-versed from her d-a ys at
The 25 year--0ld had received an ofand $2,500 to be used for law school
Howard and at Harvard Law School,
fi cer's commission to pursue a career
scholarships. ·
Johnson suggested that students con.as ·a na~1 al Officer prior !O his sum-

f.ndrea Johnson, a 1973 graduate,

.

.

r

.

.

'

Thornton~

Alumnus Calvin

25, dies

of

I

I

'

t

heart attack
'

became a participant in the Naval · sophOmore Paul Ro'binson who maROTC consortium program with jors in business management .
George . Washington University.
Williams maintains that he was impresSea with ThorpC's Character.
Junior Ahmed Ferguson, who also
''He was a very intelligent, reliable participates in NROTC, added, ''He
young man . You could count on him was a friend, a fellow midshipman .
to dose anything. His death was very He would always try to help others
unfortunate. But, it could have hap- by giving advice . We had a close.
friend ship-one of mutual support.''
pened., to anyone,'' Williams said.
''Calvin was someone that I could
'
''Calvin
was
my
only
sibling
.
.,.We
talk to: He was a source of motivacomplained of any heart problems," tion for me. When I was thinking · were. very close. We could talk about
Thorpe said, who graduated from about giving up, or switching to anything. As children , we had oui lit·
another unit, he encouraged me to tie sibling rivalries . But, the older we
Howard last December.
got, the closer we got,'' said Jennifer
seriior chief Larry Williams ex- stick it out . He did a lot to keep me
plains that he met Thorpe When he · in the program (Naval ROTC)," said Thorpe.

mer 1988 graduation from the university in which he received a Bachelor's
degree in business administration 1
Thorpe transferred to Howard in
1981 from Cornell University, where
he joined Gamma Theta Chapter of
Sigma Nu fraternity.
According to his sister, Jennifer,
Thorpe had no history of heart
disease. ''At birth, he was diagnosed as having a heart murmur. But
other than that he was fine. He neYef .

'
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Contest

'

continued from page 2_

iUitt

'
Garrison said the group decided to
use the new format after seeing the
results of arandorw.infonnal poll she
did on the ''Yard ' ' and in the
Blackburn Center.
She used it to find out if Howard
men wanted to see a Mr . Howard
chosen oil the basis of his performance in a pageant or in a competi·
lion with essays and public speaking
as a measure_of his qualifications.
According to Garrison, some men
were open to the idea of a Mr.
Howard, but said that school work,
lack of spare time and low grade
point averages were factors.
Moreover, some ''were not interested
in actually being in a pageant,'' but
Jonathon Williams
rather a competition .
Mr~oward's duties include apopportunity to work with other
pearing with Miss Howard at UGSA
activities and community service.
students on campus and to act as a
positive role model ."
The winner of the competition will
1
receive a letterman's sweater that
Merrit, a 20-year-old marketing
identifies him as Mr . Howard, gift
major from Durham, N .C., ~aid he
certificates alld promotional apbelieves Mr . Howard should be ''a
man of character'' because he
pearaQc.es at different activities .
The<-- reigning Mr. ·Howard ,
''serves as a reminder, an example,
'
Thom·a s Pierre, a junior radio pro·
a code of conduct for the men of the
duction major, hjls high expectations
university to pattern themselves
for his successor.
after.' '
''The next Mr. Howard has to be
Williams, 21, who is next year's
sincere, humbly assertive, selfHomecoming Committee chairman,
said it is important for Mr. Howard
mqtivated and must have initiative
to ''realize the responsibility he has
and the responsibility to represent
Howard - University in the most
to Howard University and the community.'?
~
positive Jway,'' he said.
Lawrence said he thinks ''it is imContq:stant
Robinson,
a
philosophy major from Los Angeles, . portant for ·Mr . Howard to have ·a
positive sense of direction in both his
Ca., said he chose to run for Mr.
Howard because it will give him ''an
professional and personal life . "
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Statistics, Operations
Research, Physics or Human
Factors Engineering.

We're the central research
and technology source for
the Bell operating companies. Our areas of inspired
research cover software.
development, applied
research, network information
systems; systems engineering,
network planning services
and equipment assessment.

'

'

'

Bellcore
@Bell Communications Research

We have opportunities in our
northern and central New
Jersey facilities for individuals
with BS, MS and PhD degrees
in Computer or Electrical
Engineering or Computer
Science who can help us
provide superior technology
and implement 'strategies that
will allow the Bell operating
companies to deliver
advanced systems to their
customers. We're also looking
for creative talent with PhD
degrees in Mathematics,

Working in the future is the
place to b~-if you would
like to join us,
'

Sign up at the
Career Planning &
Placement Office to
meet with our recruiters
on campus
April 19 Br 20
•

Alternatively, send your
resume detailing your
education and experience
to: Manager, Technical
Employment, Bellcore,
Department 12715438189,
4B-130, CN 1300, Piscataway,
NJ 08854. An eq ua I
opportunity employer.
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!Bank

' ' Our focu s is to meet the needs of
the minority community. And backing from a larger institution will alcontinued from page 1 low us to be a positive force in the
community,' ' Aston said .
A ston contends that because the
banking environment is changing, it
Tara Williams, a freshman from is important 'tor African-American
Chicago agreed and said , '' I am dis- businesses to keep pace with the inappointed with the merge. It kind of dustry in order to survive .
shows that a black company can not
He saiQ that in the initial merging
make it on its own and that they need discussions , James 1Madison' agreed
help of whites to succeed."
that it would not disrupt the pre · i. But there are those who believe ous banking operations of UNB.
that the me~ge is not ' ' a big deal''
nevertheless, many students comsaid Dianna Perkins, a diatetics plain that the bank still provides in. major form Chestertown, Md .
adequate services .
Perkins contends that merging two
Ard said , ''The computers are alfinan cial institutions for the better- ways down, which delays check cashment of· service to the customers is ing. And sometimes there are few
good .
·
· tellers, causing the lines to be too
''If it' s going to improve the qual- •
long . "
ity of service, then iI'm for it," she
Furthermore, Ard complained that
said . '
the service rendered by some UNB
Sophomore Nicole Ard of Dayton employees is poor . ''Their bad attisaid she didn't have any problems tudes cause students to become fruswith a white corporation merging trated," -she said .
with a black one . ''But, I just hope
A ston said that operational
that it won't have a negative impact problems are a tradition throughout
in the black coinmunity rather , con- the ~anking industry. ''No one bank
tinue to serve the minority commu- has a- unique lock on an operation
nity,'' Ard said.
.
problem," he said .
An employee of UNB's Howard
He said the merge has nothing to
.branch, Debo A . Adefolayu believes do with bank's problems, such as
..."lithe merge will benefit the people who computer lock or long lines . But he
bank there. ''In the long run, we will measures that with James Madison
be better off financially. It will give Limited, ''we can grow."
us the opportunity to give o~t · m~re
Aston said, ''Because of the
loans as well as in other f1nanc1al merge, we will be a stronger instiuways,' to help our people,'' he ~aid. tion and this growth will aid the
Aston who has served as president African-American community. 1111of two dt~CJ' banks, said t~e real is- provements ~will be made in terms of
sue is not an African·Amer1can bank service for Our customers because
merging with a white bank, but service is somethiilg that I or UNB
whether the merge will result in bet- won ii compromise.•;
ter service to UNB's customers.
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Column

•

continued from page 3

continued from page 3

expla£.i,ed.

These athletes need to smarten up
and use the system! It's ,understandable that there are goin·g to be feelings of alienation on a largely white
campus, but the important thing is
getting an education and earning a
degree.
African-American undergraduate
enrollment at 291 NCAA Division I
universities with major football and
basketball programs in 1987 was a
measly four percent.
However, of that percentage, 37
percent of the football players, 56
percent of the basketball players and
33 percent of the female b-ballers
were African-American, as well as 8
percent of the athletes in other sports.
The one question that comes to
mind is what the hell made these
athletes think they were not going to
feel isolated when t~ev walked onto

-· __

In the teams first win of the season
against Morgan State, team members
Marty ' Lewis, 'Kevin Davis and
Robert Crawford had spectacular

performances. Lewis won his set 8-0
and Davis won 8-1, while Crawford

won both of his sets, 6-1 and 6-0. The
team came out on top with an 8-1
ictory.
·
·
··
\;' As of now, both teams are concentrating on winning the rest of their

matches. While the women's team is
gearing itself towards a first-time
MEAC championship title, the men's

team is praying for a quick turnaround that will lead them to

another championship.
The men's team will play its next
match at Hanes Point against George
Washington University. It will hosts
Georgetown University on Monday .

a campus full of whitCs and a team
made
up
of
mostly
African-Americans?
When the college recruiters drooled while timing them in the 40-yard
dash, did they really believe it was
because of their outstanding 2.0
g.p.a., or maybe it was that impressive 700 SAT score.
I don't mean to offend, but these
adults [and yes they are adults] are
not fools. They knew what was in
store for them and most often, the
athletes visited the campus at least
once before they enrolled.
College is a business, the school
uses the athlete and the athlete uses
the school. It is up to the athlete to
make sure that his alma mater gives
him an education in return for his
skills. And if he is not gettifig an
education or if he feels detatched
from the campus, then it 's his own
fault for letting it happen.
Because many African-American
athletes at white schools just sit back
without demanding a complete
ed.ucation there will never be a perfect
''proposition whatever.'' Regardless
of any NCAA regulation, these

univers1t1es will not change if the
athletes continue failing to tell school
adminstrators what ails them and
how can it be cured.
These are some of the Other points
that the study found:
Eighty-two percent""'O'f the athletes
said their tnain goal was· to earn a
degree, but 39 percent h;id a GPA of
l.9.9 and below, which means they
are not likely to achieve their goal.
African-American fOotball players
at predominantly white schools are
less likely to become involved in other
extra-curricular activities, contrary to
those athletes who attend historically African-American schools.
Forty-four percent of AfricanAmerican football and basketball
players at predominantly white
schools said they expected to advance
to the professional leagues . Yet, 14
percent of that number are on the second and third string in their sports-a position which further reduces any
chances of going pro.
This just goes to show how out of
touch a great number of these
athletes are about what the future
holds for them.
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team members, he plans to help
develdp their talent to the greatest extent possible.
As far as improvments for future ·
swim teartrs, Howard said thelack of
swiqimers is its only weakness.
''The key to greater success is
1
talent. The more talented people you
have the better your gonna do," said
Howard. ''We're gonna bring some
people in that are as good or better
than those we already have.''
Howard said recruiting will determine the degree to which improvement is successful.

their arch rivals Florida A&M. The
Bison have lost the last four out of
five games against Florida A&M
since the Rattlers return to the

MEAC .
Young and Daryl Carter are the
leaders on the mound for the Bison
with (S-2) and (2-1) records respectively. Hargrove's :352 average
coupled with his five home runs
makes him one of the team's most
feared hitters among the opposition .
The Bison fans can look forward
to a strong season next year as the
team will only be losing two seniors
and have twenty-four veterans
returning .

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

·-,

Sharks

.., '·

Attend

'~
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CORPS
Daniel Goodwin, ad.d coalition
· members Garfield Swaby and
Z~nobia 'White served ona panel
with Broom, McCormick and
Johnson.

,

James 1'lolobaugh
Civil Engineering

aids

University of Missouri
Co-oping with St. Louis
Corps of Engineers

''The administration is not holding
themselves accountable,'' said Zenobia White, a ·coalition lnember.
The absence and lack of concern of
the administration and alumni support emerged as the hot topics of discussion at the forum . HUSA
President Garfield Swaby told the
audience that President Cheek at
meetinks during the protest had said
h~ woyld be in support of a forum
with syudents and faculty members.
However, when Swaby contacted
Dr. Carlton Alexis, executive vice
president, about setting uP a meeting
to plan such a meeting, he quoted Dr.
Alexis as saying ''Dr. Cheek will not
be there. He will not address the students in
a .forum
of this form."
.
Andrea Johnson, a professor in the
history department and Howard
alumnus told students? ''I think it's
a question of organization identifying some timetables and bringing it
right down to the bottom line. "
Johnson later wrote a personal check
of $1,000 to finance a lobbying effort
in congress (see related story on page

booster,
CE.xcei pts from actual letters-

S1anley H. Kaplan has received from
satisfied NG.EX-prep takers.)

•

"Not passing the NCLEX the first time was the worst
thing to happen to me ... taking Kaplan was the best thing
fve ever done ..... ·

-Student from Berl<eley. California
l feel that your nursing program is solely responsible ,
for my 550 point increase ... "
\
'
-Student from Binningham, Alabama
"!hadn't studied for my first NCLEX and did not pass.
Kaplan really motivated me to study hard to achieve a
passing score the second time around .....
-Student from New Yori< City. New Yori<

i

''THE DASE CO·OP PROGRAM IS LIKE
ACOURSE IN REAL LIFE:'

,

''The big thing it offers is experience, and that's what companies look for.
There are things I've learned on the job that I couldn't learn in school." ·

perienced nurses. and a tape review series. So if you
want the best and most experienced in test prep. do what
the~e

R! .JS did. Call Kaplanl

~FCOME
l'CXlL' l• ~t TO er.. a •.,Ol1E tETTE~S ll KE ;Hf SE.
Vl!.I US

•
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proVIdes ROTC students the opportunity lo work in a Department of the Army

"The faculty 'is divided on the issues raised at the protest,'' Dr. Taft
Broom told students attending the
1
forum .

a degree in science or engineering. For more information on application pro-

cedures, contact the Chainnan of the Co-op Department, or the Professor of
Military Science.

352-TEST

~

7).

per year and the opportunity for continued employment after graduation.
'lb be eligible, you must be a freshman in a baccalaureate program leading to

C:ill Days, Evenings or Weekends

770-3444

and Engineering (DASE) Co-op Program

facility while still 111 college. Each is paid while getting practical work experience
in a high-tech facility. Selected students also receiJe up to $5,000 tuition as.sistance

· STANllY H. IAPt.AN lDUCATIONAl GNTIR LTD.

244-1456

The Department of Army Scientific

,
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No one but.Kaplan gives you small classes led by ex-

•
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~MANUFACTURERS

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR ·I
STUDENTS WHO NEED
1

1

'

~HANOVER

Smart

··

I

I MONEY FOR COLLEGE I
I

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades· or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 llstin9s ol scholarships, fellow-

ships, grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion in private sector
funding .
• Many scholarships are given to students based on thflr academic Interests,
career plans, family heritage and place.of residence .
• There·s money available tor students who have been newspaper carriers,

grocery cterks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.

•

"·:~·:UAAANTEEO.

( ANYTIME

'

For A Free Brochure

l!]

265-8946

.-;;::;;

_Help your

I
I
I
I
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II

parents

1,

Just thinking about college tuition is
enough to make most pare11 ts break i11t.o
a sweat .
. But can you blame them? Whe11 )'OU
consider the cost of tuition , books,
dorms- not to mention pizza partiesyou' re talking big bucks.
Which is why you should do ~ome
talking. Like telling your parents about
the Education Loan Programs at
Manut"a cturers H·ano\.·e r Trust.
At MHT. not only do we participate
i11 all three Federally guaranteed loan
• programs, but·we also work with state
and nat.ional agencies and can make
guaranteed loans in all 50 states.
In practically no time at all .
In a matter of minutes, MHT Student
Loan Processors can program you r
information into our computerized loanproce·~sing system.
·
Within 24 hours, the Bank will get a
decision from the Guarantee Agency.
It's that simple. Better still, with MHT
your parents will get all the money they
need from one source.
Example: If your folks need more
money than government sources will
give them, we can offer them tailor-n1ade
payment plans through The Education
Loan Program, Educational Lines of'
Credit or Monthly Budget Program and
Pre-Payment Programs that make it
easy for your parents to fund themselves.
(The Education Loan Program, Monthly
Budget and Pre·Paymtnt Programs are
offered through the Tuition Plan , a
company of Manufacturers Hanover.)
Once you get a loan from us, you can
be sure it'll stay with us. Because we've
never sold education loans to other
banks (unless the borrower asked us t o).
So if you need money for school, ca ll
1-800-MHT-GRAD and get yourself
an MHT Education Loa n Application.
Then when your folks ask you about
tuition, at least you'll have a n-answer.
''No sweat."

•

The Riggs National Bank is pursuing candidates interested in working part-time and full-time. Several
positions are available within our Washington, DC
branch offices for tellers to work the following
schedules:

Fridays Only, 8:30-6:30

·

.,

'·

Training will be provided for qualified candidates
possessing strong verbal skills along with speed and
accuracy
in cash handling.
•
Riggs has a policy of internal promotions. Interested
candidates should contact the Employment Office at
835-6423 ti discuss career opportunities with a
representative.
•

·RIGGS
The Riggs National Bank
of Washington DC

'

,_
'

'

college.

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
EARN EXTRA MONEY .

Tuesday , Thursday , and Friday , 8:30-5:00

6

get through

L-----------------------~

Monday-Thursday , 8:30-5:00, Friday, 8:30-6:00

I/

(
'

)

'
•

'

-

The Consumer Banking Group
Memher FDIC. G:t Equal Opportunity I.ender.© l!lflR
Manufacturers Han o•·e r Tru•! . All rii:ht s teM" r••ed .

\ 1120 Vermont Ave NW
. Washington, DC 2005
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Suzie Tanefo won the 4xl00 meter
run in 46.94 seconds, the 4x200 meter
race in 1:39.24 seconds, the 4x400
meter run in 3:59.14 seconds and the

Track
r;i,...

'

I~

• I' '

effort

51-8 inches. Rickey Thompson high
Jumped 6-10 inches to victory and
Maryland's John Finney pole vaulted
16-~ inches. Cyrus Boyd of Virginia
Union won first in the triple jump
with 46-3 Y2 inches. Howard trackster

' '' .
' ~· .

'

.'
' •,' '

'.

'

Thomas Brooks finished fourth with
44-10 inches.

'

'

"'
'

The Howard University women's
track team dominated their competition by winning every relay event.

The team of Michelle Felder,
Adrienne Ferguson, Cindy Ford and

.

continued from page 1

sprint medly in 4:08.93.

c'?ntinued from page 1

'

Con

Howard also won the 4x800 meter
relay in 9:37 .44 seconds with the team
of Nicole Turo, Gita Bolt, Holli
Walker, and Camille Hendrix.
The woIT).en also dominated the
100 meter dash with relay team
member Adrienne Ferguson winning
with a time of 12.43 seconds. Cindy
Ford finished third in the 800 meter
run with 2:19.85 ses:onds, Michelle
Felder won the 400 meter run in 53.95
seconds and Turo finished second in
the 1500 meters with a time of

4:58.82.
A new track record was set in the
400 meter hurdles by Tracy Nelson
[unattached] with a time of 1:02.07
seconds.

ed to who won't even tell their friends
what h_appened .' '
According to Gray, Butler, frequenting Sutton and Eton dormitories, poses as a student to gain
access. He has also been spotted ai
the Armour J. Blackburn Center and
other areas on campus where students
usually gather in mass .
Sgt . Harold Lacy Jr. is heading the
investigation and the search for
Butler. When asked why he believes
Howard students are targeted, he
responded that ''they're easY
marks.''
According to. Lacy, Butler's latest

•

Wanta
Great
New Jersey
Summer?
' .

~

•

Get the Rutgers
- Summer
Survival Kit .
Coming back to New Jersey this
summer~ Need to pick up some
extra university credits? Want '
to avoid wast ing time sitting at
home and watching the grass
grow? Rutgers has everything .you
need to have a great summer.
The sun-just a 30 minute drive
from teach to beach. The funa great campus social life. and
New York City is practically
around the corner.
You can enjoy all this and take
Rutgers Sum mer Session classes
too Choose from hundreds of
courses in a \vide variety of
subjects-everything from
accounting to zoology_ And
Rutgers· flexible schedule means
you can study. work a part-time
1ob. take .advantage of campus
services isuch as the gym, golf
course and library) and still have
plenty of time left over to hit
the beach.
Credits are easily 'transferrable to most colleges and universities. And
reasonable tuition means you ·can still afford to have fun .
Taking summer courses can help you graduate early. get a jump on your
course requirements. or simply learn more about something you 've al\va)'S
\vanted . Rutgers can help you survive this summer and the rest of the
year too .
Call for your Rutgers Summer Survival Kit talso kno\vn as our
Summer Session Cata log) .. .

. .-•
•

•• •

scam occurred about two weeks ago
when he made off with approximately $800 from a student•s checking
account.
Lacy explained that once Butler
gains access' to the stud.ent's
checkbook, he takes a check from the ·
middle of the book to avoid early
detection.
He then fills the check out to
himself gets a third unwitting accompli~e to cash the check for hirp.,
often claiming that he lost his
identification.
When Butler poses as a worker for
~the telephone company, he tells his
intended victim that he can get her
phone bill taken care of for half the
normal amount. Once he gets the
money in his hands, he moves on to
his next victim.
''The students are gullible. Someone offers you a discount on your
phone bill, what are you going to
do." Lacy said .
There has 11ot been any reported
violence associated with Butler's
scams, and Gray is not expecting any.
''This guy is too smart for
violence. If he did get involved with
it, he'd automatically get picked up,''
Gray said.
Twenty-nine-year-old Butler, who
has been arrested several times in the
past for bunco type operations, is 6
foot 1 inch tall, weighs 214 pounds
and has a medium build. Howard
security is urging students to be alert
and to report any sightings of 'him .
''We have a good chance of catching him with the cooperation of
students. We want them to be aWare
so they won't fall prey and to give us
a call if they see~ him," Lacy said .
He added, "Every deal is not as
good as it sounds. It may sound good
on the surface, but you have to look
:it the underlying rpotives."

If apprehended, Butler will be
charged with tfieft in the first degree.
If eonvicted, the sentence carries a
fine of $5,000 dollars, 10 years imprisonment or both.

~age

!

~

~

'

photo by 0.Yid Embde•

Students Kim Jockson, Deblo Reed and Shawna Willioms . . . in the march.

.on
Abortl
<:o ntinue~

'"rom

themselves or go to someone who is
not skilled.
Loar said she remembered when

abortion was illegal. "Generally peopa~e l

' pie knew of a person who knew about

abortion. They were not a doctor.
They gave you pills and often told
pro-choice demonstrators stood in you to a lift a heavy article, such as
front of the mock cemetary.
a refrigerator. Sometimes it caused
''I don' think Roe vs. Wade will be hemorrhaging,' 'she said.
/
overturned,'' said Arthur Jones of l •• ''It would hurt minorities if!Roe vs.
Mountainview, California. ''If jt-is_.;wade was overturned because we are
it will go back to the old days; women the ones who use the public abortion
with the means will .get safer abor- services, 11 said Erika Taylor of the
tions and women without will have District.
back-alley abortions," he said.
''We have got to change the law
••An iricrease iii child abuse will be where the babies are not killed,'' said
the result of overturning Roe vs. Johnson.
'\...o
Wade,'' said Cathy Reynolds of · ''Many of the members of the NaWashington, D.C. ''There will be a tional Right to Life would be willi!lg
lot of unwanted children '' she or have already adopted non-white
added.
'
children,'' he said.
''Many women will be determined
However, he added that many
not to have a child,'' said Stella Loar, states prohibit interracial adoptions.
a 1970 graduate of Howard and a ''There also needs to be a better
native of Cleveland, Ohio. ''These understanding of adoption in the
women will attempt abortion black community,'' he said.

Melanin
.,

57

•

UGSA
continued from

•
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''This thing in melanin is extremely important. It should not be confused 'or distorted with Western '
science. Melanin is much more than
a biological and chemical science. It
is also a statement of a certain aspects
of aspiration. If symbolizes what we
need to understand · about our
blackness.''
Akbar said that -Europeans used
melanin pigmentation against Africans in order to oppress them.
''In order to render us powerless,
it was necessary to convince us that
blackness was an adverse reality, he
said. Some of the wiser Europeans
realized that people were empowered
by seeing what they loved in the faces

According to the Howard Univer- carbon. It is a chemical cousin to
sity Student Association constitution, chlorophyll in that it captures light
a two-thirds majority vote is required and energy and transforms it from
for the election of the coordinator one form to another·
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NE
and the vice-coordinator.
''Melanin is presnt in spermazoa,
However, because a two-thirds ma- ovum, and the outer coating of a ferjority vote could not be oOtained, the tilized egg. From that outer coating
body elected to suspend the stipula- the brain, endocrine glands, digestal
tion in order to move on with the tract and other glands are later
1-800-Hl-RUTGERS. In New Jersey call
agenda, said UOSA 's present created.''
(201) 932-7587 or write to Summer
grievance director Renetta Garrison.
King said that melan~n is .largely
Se-;sion Office. Rutgers University
Other officers selected were James ~~sp.onsible for h!-lm~n 1ntell.1genc~. of~ Qth,;rs. . r. •
Ne.v Bruns1v ic k. NI 08903 .
1
_A,ters , financial adviser; Antoinette
W1t~out .melanin, we could n~t
'1•nt:tt.. s why it became necessary
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Jackson, programs chairperson; and have 1~tell1gence b~c~use i:io o~e !~ to make African hate each other. We
Rory Verret, grievance director. bor~ w1th~ut melarun in their brru.n. ~eed to come to grips witQ being
.
•
•
Their tenure begins May 13.
King said that the recent attempts ~black and this thing .called melanin
The position of public relations to _chemically manfacture m~lan1n tn that makes us black,'' Akbar said.
chairperson was tabled due to the fact skin creams and sunglasses ts an atWelsing said that because Africans
'
that both nominees are in the School tern.pt ~o .preve~t what ~appens _when actively produce melanin, they are
of Communications, which had a an,!nd1v1d~a.l 1s melarun deficient. I victims of white supremacy.
discrepancy in its March 1 election of
The cr~t1~l f 3:ctor. IJ:COple w~o
•'White people have set up a global
UOSA representatives.
lack ~alan1n in their skm ts the raJ?Id system of white supremacy against
During the elections, said Gar- d~plet1.on ?f the ozone level which people who are n<.'n-white, Welsing
I .
rison, UGSA decided that the school ""'.Ill br~ng 11111!1ense.amounts of ul~ra said. White people consitute only a
could only have one representative in- violet light, Kin~ said. Because of the tiny percentage of the globe. They are
-A
stead of the previously stated two. str~ng. ultra violet ray~,' the ~ast genetically recessive. Their whole
The 21-year-old electrical engineerihg ma1or1ty of those melanin deficient struggle on this planet has been to
\ I'
'
1najor said the association is in the individuals will develop some fonn of survive
•
''In ~rder to survive genetically
process of finalizing the election of skin cancer in their life as well as
/
\
that representative.
other illnesses."
they would have to control the vasf.
N'im Akbar, Ph.D, member of majority of people on the planCt toOther business discussed was the
Spring Black Arts Festival to be held KM-WR Science Consortium, spoke day. We are going to put white
April 16-22. The theme will be "Col- on the social psychological issues supremacy to an end. I don't like the
or Me Black." Festivities will begin concerning melanin. The said meta- condition my people arc in, and I am
with Chapel Services and will end · nin fepresents what African need to willing to do what is riecessary to
with the annual spring picnic .
understand about our coloration.
make a change.''
•
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HILLY TAVLOR JAZZ CONCERT
8:110 PM

APRIL 13
GASTOl'l llALL
•

CO~IEDY CO~l~IANDOS

8:110

APRIL 15
GASTON llALL

P~-1

FISllllONE ANll GUADALCANAL DIARV
8:00 Pl\-1

-

GPH FASlllON SllOW

8:0[1

P~1

AN EVENING WITH SINRAD
8:00 PM'

,,

McDONO!JGll MADNESS BRO
8:00 P~1

·1e1vicin9 the
University /tudent•

APRIL 16
McDONOUGH ESPLANADE

•

-

APRIL20
COPLEY FORMAL LOUNGE
APRIL 21
McDONOUGH ESPLANADE

--

'.

- YOU DON'T HAVE TO WASTE VALUABLE TIME
· TAKING BELONGINGS HOME.
REST A :suRED WITH UNIVERSITY STORAGE
FOR TH ' SUMMER BREAK.

APRIL 22
McDONOUGH ESPLANADE

'

-

•

•

YOU DO rHE PACKING, WE DO THE REST .•

•

- PROMPT , PROFESSIONAL, AND COURTEOUS SERVICE.

ASPllALT JAM
12:30

APRIL23
McDONOUGll ESPLANADE

P~1

** -

WRITTE~

GUARANTEED CONTRACT •

..
' '

SPRINGFEST lS SPONSORED BY THE
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY PROGRAM- BOARD
LEA VEY 327 687-4446

i
\

•

TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AT GFORGETOWN UNIVERSl1Y
OR AT VOl lR LOCAL l 'ICKETRON

''

''

•

J42l M St. NW 11013
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Applications are now being accepted through ·
April ZI, from qualified Howard University full-time
students who have completed at least 30 semester ·
·hours for participation in the Hpward University

•

· · Admi·n istrative Internship Program.
•

'

.

The internships will be designed to provide selected..
Howard students an opportunity for service and experience in the administration and management of the ·
· University. Interns will be active in such areas as
budgeting, research ,' operations analysis, personnel ad~
ministration, public relations., community 'p rojects,:_ g,over:· nance, policy making, policy implementation and leader- · ·
ship development.
.

.

'

•

.
•

•

I

.

.

The program will get under way in September 1989·
and. will be governed by a University-wide ·comm·ittee .· ,
established by and responsible to the Vice Pr.e sident for
· Student Affairs, with the Dean for Student Life being·the ./
University administrator who will have ,general respon1
sibility for and. oversight of the oper-ation
of
the
program.
.
,L
,

•'

1

•

-,

'

•

· Anyone interested in applying, should contact the. Office of the Dean of Student Life, Room-122, ir;,i the
Blackburn Center for further information.
' -·.. I .
•

'

•

I
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'
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DEADLINE TO APPLY IS ·· .
FRIDAY, APRti ZI-st •
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Haiti halts
coup attempt
Avril's power in tact

..
•

1
1

By Ona Alston

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

· By last we.ekend, Haiti's ruler,
General Prosper Avril, was announcing that he had successfully crushed a military revolt.
If rebel soldiers had been successful, Haiti would have experienced its third military coup in a single
year.
''What we believe happened was a
carefully coordinated attempt ,- by
Duvalier loyalists and drug in(erests
to derail the process which would
have ·seen the seating of an electoral

•

I
I.

..

commission which was to take place
,.
•· photos by Kritll Dorm•• Ir.
last week,'' said Stephen Horblitt,
legislative coordinator for D.C. Nigel fanfoir, left, an,d Paula .Mitchell make paints during Caribbean Student Association forum. BOfh slates ore concerned about a lack of funding fram HUSA.
delegate Walter Fauntroy [who chairs
the Congressional Task Force on
Haiti].
Howard French, of the New York
Times was in Haiii'"'during much of
the unrest and attributed the first
''We want to reinstitute a yearly
Jomo i;homas, a &raduate student
By Darrell Morris
tional meetings . She said these students] know that we are :here
coup attempt to '' ... local interpretaHilltop Staff Reporter
meetings will discuss such topics as because they are generally not in- scholarship program, but presently studying political science who was in
there is a lack of funding," Anderl the audience, said people should not
tion of Congressional testimony in
•
the link between music and politics in formed,'' Fanfair said .
Washington.''
son said.
be elected on the basis of speech
More than 100 students packed the the Caribbean.
''Their
[freshmen]
main
problem
is
However, French attributed the Armor J. Blackburn Center Forum
According to Anderson, her slate delivery.
that
they
get
bogged
down
and
they
Anderson
is
a
sophomore
deep-seated economic problems that last Friday to hear the platforms bf
''If you are not a good speaker but
will draw on sources in different
need
support,"
he
said.
hotel
/
motel
management
major.
Haiti faces as the root of the nation's the two slates vying for offices in the
Caribbean areas including the D.C. are a gciod politician you might not
Others
on
the
Mitchell/
Anderson
Fan~air is a ~enior sociology major area.
get elected," Thomas said.
troubles.
Caribbean Student Association .
slate
include,
Archie
Clarke
for
and his running mate Bowen- is a
The United States was the largest
'' I have not decided in my mind
P~ula Mitchell and Heather
'' While this has been done before
treasurer,
a
sop
homore
computer
sopho1nore
in
the
College
of
Liberal
supplier of aid to Haiti--a country Anderson are running for C.S.A.
which slate I will support, but I was
. .
:
it
has
not
been
done
effectively,''
said
sy~tems
eng1neer1ng
major;
Jaqueline
Arts .
considered the poorest in the Western president and vice president respecimpressed with the delivery of the
Anderson.
Ifill
for
public
relations
officer·
and
Fan fair slate," he said.
Hemisphere. The life expectancy in . tively. , The two have adopted the
The Fanfair slate promised a
The
candidates,
however,
come
Debbie
Rochester
for
secretarY.
Haiti is 54 years with a per capita in- slogan '''Competence, Committment
In summing up her itieas, Mitchell
return to a program under which together on one issue in particular.'
said she does not .want people ''to be
come is $379 a year. Eighty-five per- and Capability."
Their opponents are Nigel Fanfair Caribbean students were contacted at Both the Mitchell / Anderson and
cent of the Haitian people live in
'' One problem wilh the C.S.A. is
and Lisa Bowen, candidates for presi- home and given information on the Fanfair/Bowen slates have expressed impress'e d by the-speeches but be impressed to start work.''
poverty, and only 13 percent have ac- that it has a reputation for being a
dent and vice president. The two are C.S. '\. and the campus.
concern
over
the
lack
of
funding
cess to uncontaminated drinking strictly social group," said Mit Fanfair said that his slate was hand
running . under the slogan, ''Stabilifrom HUSA for C.S.A. programs.
Al
so
running
on
the
Fanpicked because ''it can carry out the
water.
chell. ''I want to change that and
ty, Mobi~ity and lntegritY."
fair
/
Bowen
slate
is
Tonya
Sy.mes
for
The cancellation of U.S. aid to the make C.S.A. positive and vibrant.' '
''We need to reach out to everyone job." He added that he will attempt
According to Fanfair, the slates . treasurer, Gabrielle Julien for public ,
.Haitian government after the
Mitchell, a sophomore majoring
main objective is to increase C.S.A.'s relation s officer 3nd ~harisse including HUSA," said Bowen. ''We to break students out of their ''clanwi ll harrass Mr. Archer, [Director of nish'' attiiudes.
wholesale slaughter of civilians by public relations major, has planned
visibility on campus.
Cumberbatch IS run111ng for the Office of Student Activities] unAvril's predecessor, General Henri to change the C.S.A. 's social reputaThe C.S.A. election is scheduled
til we get adequate funding."
• Namphy,'' .. .left Haiti in a lurch, tion through the addition of educafor next Monday, April 17.
''We v.•ill lei (freshmen Caribbean secretary.
economically speaking,'' French said.
Noting the problems of ''braindrain'', erosion, population growth
and a public health crisis, French said
''Haiti faces a desparate situation in
the best of cases."
On Sunday, April 2, gun shots ·
more than three percent. Jn sharp ;. Africa will have 700 million persons, Reagan presidency U.S. technical and
Famine, overpopulation, armed
erupted early that morning n~ the . .
By Jason Johnson
confl(tst balooning national debts contrast, North AmeQc(\and Asia are hardly a great number of .Indian or . noo~mitif.ry~ assistance to Africa
National Palace. Reports saie. iji&L) • •.. • • Hifttbp $t,tlff Repor1er
.
"
~ I
and fr~e economies have gro\vn to growing in populat-lohlt an aVerage' Chintse -standards) '! stat!d R'°tbefg ;' · [witti:tfie ~xclption of South Africa,
soldiers loyal to Avril had fottea "a·
';But African countries have oucstrip- one of the land's richest and most
coup attempt. By Monday, the words
U. S. aid to the countries of Africa epidemic proportions for the people of 1.4 and 1.6 percent a year.
Acco rding to Robert Rotberg, ped their food sui)plies, and every ad- powerful countries] has been on the
''calm'' and ''quiet'' were being us- has shriveled during the past eight of Sub-Saharan Africa.
The total population of the na- academic vice president at Tufts ditional mouth makes already decline.
ed to describe the situation 'in the years of the Reagan administration,
Non-military assistance from the
cjlpital, Port-3.u-Prince.
and as the aid has dwindled the pro- tion's south of the Sahara Desert has University, South America's popula- nialnourished individuals hungrier
and
poorer."
United States has slumped in real
The ''calm'' described turned out blems of this beleagured continent doubled since 1960, and the World tion is growing at more than 2 perce nt a year and the population of
''Accurate censuses are rare, but terms by 50 percent. It equals only
to be the proverbial calm before the have tripled in size and complexity. Resources Bureau has projected that
storm because byWednesday ,April 5,
As George Bush takes the throne by the end of the cent ury the popula- Europe is increasing at less than I Ethiopia, growing at just under 3 per- 2.5 percent of the United States gross
dissident soldiers went on the radio of the presidency he has a clean state- tion could again increase by 60 percent annually. Rot berg is the cent a year, is estimated to have 48 national product, or about $850
author of ''Africa in the 1990's: U.S. million people now, after a decade of million in 1988, As a result, we are
to demand the ouster of Avril. The -a slate to either write a new foreign percent.
internal war. In 2025 the population among the stingiest of industri~lized
In total, the population of tl1e Sub- Opportunities and Choices''
announcement made over indepen- policy or to continue the major cut'' By the year 2000, sub-Saharan forecast is for 122 million people, countries-Sudan, Somalia, Liberia,
dent Radio Metropole created confu- backs of former President Reagan. Saharan area is increasin_g yearly by
placing even more pressure on a defi- Keny ," and Zaire-not the five most .
sion in the capital, which had been
cient road system, archaic land cenure needy or most populous.'' said
returning to normal after Avril
policies and badly eroded soils," he Rot berg.
·
deported the three accused leaders of
Rotberg believes modest monetary
conti~ued.
the coup attempt.
In conjunction with the rise in 1 increases ''in aid to Africa by the new
The announcement was made by
population, Africa has experienced Con~s and the Bush administrasoldiers from tfie Dessalines barracks.
major national disasters that have tiQ:!( woYfd have a greater impact on
The soldiers responsible for the
added to a sharp and regular decrease that continent than any other.
original coup attempt are believed to
By Jo Ellen Smith
Tings is open Monday through Satur- in the continent's food production. Although the problems loom large,
be from the Leopards Battaliofi. The
Hilltop Staff Reporter
day and offers sp~cialities such as
Deforestation, overgrazing, over solutions in many cases are relativePresidential Guard remained faithful
shrimp creole, curried goat and fish cultivation and poor planning for the ly inexpensive.''
to Avril and triumphed in what the
The aroma of hot spices, onions, stew.
future have prayed devastating.
Rotberg said that even relatively
Caribbean Council of Churches' A.
garlic and tonlato sauce drifted down
Montego Bay, located at 2437 18th
Due to the lack of planning and modest sums would help prevent imthe steps of the Hilltop Lounge in Ar- : Street, N. W. presented jerk chicken, o~rgrazing by animals, the Sahara minent destruction of resources, as
see Haiti, page IS
mour J. Blackburn Center from the which according to Francis has its desert iS' spreading. Natural water well as the need to spend millions
Carribean Student Association's ~origin from Boston, Massachusetts.
food festival last Wednesday.
Jerk pork was also served-- a dish in
CSA representatives plan the an- which the meat is put between pimenrs•.
nual event in an effort to bring two· to wood slacks and blended with the
. . ·. . .
varit;d cultures together with food.
meat, giving it a smoky flavor.
4
r,,,.-·::-·.:-::.::;~;:j;~;;.~j:;jJjJJ};;;j!;f!i!if!:;~:::;_:· ·..
' lntroducing the American stuOther specialities offered at
dent body Jo the Caribbean cuisine Montego Bay are coconut chicken,
and bringing the cuisine closer to the seafood bay. and sandwiches named
West Indian students are the reasons after various beaches in Jamaica.
for having the food festival every
C 'n' R, a Jamaican restaurant
year," said Sharisse Carnberatch, located at 3303 Georgia A venue, N.
CSA's cultural coinmittee director. • W. presented thCir curried chickCn to
Restaurants that participated in the the cuisine. C 'n' R is open Mon4ay
food festival included The Kait-eur, through 'S aturday with specialt,ies
located at 3815 Georgia Avenue, . such as oxtails, curried goat, stew
•
N.W., which specializes in Guyanese chicken and beef stew.
~
food with ''West Indian flavor from •
However, the festival's biggest atTrinidad and Jamaica,'' according to traction proved to be the Islander,
manager Betram Smith.
located at 1762 Columbia Rd., N.
The Kaiteur served' festival atten- W.. Their vegetable rotis and curried
dants beef patties, pineapple tarts and chicken brought a triple circl~ of peoDEVELOPING COUNTRIES
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
curry chick.en roti .
ple around the table until the food
•
FOOd i1r':11.Jow•°""'
Smith explained that the beef pat- was. gone. Owner Addie Green
'
-;~-t·'
.
·'
.
;.f
Food~-·
Fl
J
d
flll.
ty is made with a pastry crust· stuff- assisted in serving the anxious
• •
ed with ground beef, spices and mix- customers as this year marked her
.. II •n llo hlp't '' . '"
ed vea;etables. Roti has its origin in _ 15th year of participation in the food
D Food~ . "' ,
I
India. The recipe travelled with the
festival.
.
II!DIIB ~ad pclafltt
la
Indians, when as indentured slaves,
''When we first started coming
~
R1chawn from S. Ylortman.
.._ pOOjei ·1..auv...,_.
they moved to Guyana.
,
Scl6illlfic ~- Sept. (1911).
here we just gave the food away to
•
According to Smith, the curry the few people that came and brought

Presidential slates face off in C.S.A. speakout

.

lJ .S. aid to Africa wanes, continent's plight worsens
.

I
I

,Caribbean food festival
Elections: spices up students' tastes
C.S.A.

Monday,
April 17.

-

"*'' •• .•

...

Become an officer in the Army
National Guard. Take our College
~tudent Officer Program part-time
while you go to school full-time.
Get lllanagement experience and a
·good _paycheck every month. And
be a.Second Lieutenant by the
time you graduate. Then you serye
just one weekend a month and two
week~ each Sl!JilIDer. For t:l il: 1•i
more infor111ation call: ·
SFC LINDA BORDEN
433-5142/2469

•

spice has its origin from the curry leaf

music for entertainment. N.ow look

which is grounded·into powder. It is
at this crowd,'' said Green.
grown in tropical climates ~with a
Green also served calypso chicken,
blend of Frelich, Dutch, Spanish, In- · a regular dish in Trinidad, along with
dian and African influences.
·chicken rotis at the festival.
The Kaiteur is open to the public
''Calypso chicken is a stewed
Thursday, Friday and Saturday and chicken with intensified sauce.
is available for catering. The Everything in Trinidad is calypso,
restaurant's specialities are curried and there is plenty of food all the
shrimp, chic~cn and beef, cook-up
time,'' ~~Greeu.
rice consisting of ri~. peas and spices
and.. meat; and cassavas, a starch
similiar to potatoes.
as it does bock bcmle. It ·tastes the

so~s'!i~·~f&,:'U:Sat~U: =~

Fish, Winas IUld Tings, located at
2418 IBth Street, N. W. added to the
festival with their pineapple chicken

..............

wings.
•
According to Carla Francis,
treasurer of C.S.A., the recipe stems

from the Orient, but ·was spiced up
b~ Caribbeans. Fish, Wings, and

Ameneans at their best.

Wt:/ ii ii

=•MllCd
:J!! taate,''
11111et Caribbean food

Bien It

for tile llril at U.festival. Sile said,
"TheJ are so eoo<fl i'm ready to go
deeper In e::per'ml lin8 with Caril>bean food," after tasting the pineapple chicken ~.

•

'r

...

... . OOlii••-.....

boliies <:1.fe shrin;..i1, 6 unUc1 lite increased desert-like conditions.
In the 1960s, 36 percent of
Eth"iopia was forest. However, now
only 13 percent of the country, near-

ly tile si:oi: of Alaska, is forest. According 'to representatives of the
Washington Bureau of the World
Bank, in 1964 all but the poorest 10
African nations could feed their people. Last year, only five are selfsupporting food wise [three of these

just barely].

Bank spokesmen we~t on to project that if the populations of these
countrfes 1overload the land's
ecosystem, the continent may never
be able to op~rate in a self-sufficient
mode again.
As stated before, during the
I

subsequently on famine relief and a
variety of future economic resuce
attempts.
.
According to figures form ,the U.S :t.
Agency for International Development out of a grand total of $10
billion dollars of fdreign aid that was
received by the nations of Africa, only 1.01 billion.came from the United.-

States.

·since becoming president, George

Bush has been largely silent on the

i

subject of Africa.

Bush has said he wants to leave a
strong mark in the field of foreign
policy, yet in all of his Press conferences, he has re{errcd to only the

•

middle east, Chinak Afganistan and

'

..

•

~

see Africa, Page 1s· ..
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AVERY BRooks displAys TRUE TALENT iN ~A MAN CAllEd RobEsoN' ·
By Keith L. Ale•ander
Hilltop Staff Reporter

..•

With a commanding presence tind

a voice that compelled its listeners,
Av.eTy Brooks transformed himself
oilstage into one of the greatest talents in history--Paul Robeson.
In the one-man show at the Eisenhower Theater of the Kennedy
Center, the star of the ABC series,

"A Man Called Hawk," captures the
strengths, weaknesses, triumphs, and
tragedies of this legendary scholar,
athelete, singer and actor in'' A Man
Called Robeson.''
•
[rooks lays aside his mercenary
television role to play the part of
Robeson, a man who was ''blacklisted'' by the United States during
the 1930s because of his support of
the Marxist and So,:iet Union regime.
As Brooks' character states, ' 11 found
no prejudice in that country as I do
here.''
This is not the first time a play has
been done on Robeson's life. Ten
years ago, James Earl Jones played
the title role. The play folded because
many African-American artists dfd
not think the play was fair .
Before the play opened, it was
picked by people who thought that it
was an inaccurate portrayal of Robeson ' S:-life and career. Also, a letter
was printed in Variety magazine that
\vas signed by artists who wanted the
play to stop production.
Now, over a decade later the play
is revised, and c ritics say it is better
than t;ver.
There is one other character in the
play who plays ''the music mai;i.''
This character is played by Emie
Scott, who plays the piano as well as
the minor roles in the play .
The play opens with Robeson reliving his past at a 75th birthday

Avery Broolls

Angela Davis reaffirms political views
•

By Retha Powers
llilltop Staff Reporter

Throughout history, AfricanA.merican women have been forced
to exist in a tumultuous state.
They have had to witness their men
castrated, leave their crying chi ldren
alone in order to care for a white
. womar;i'~ .<.; ht~P and ignore their own
pain to deal~ with other~· :
1
In her new book, ''Wo111en,
C ulture & Politics, '' Angela Davis explain that this ability to move for ward des pit~ adverse conditions has
ielegated African-American women
to mart) rdorn .
Davis, a champion of racial , sexual and economic equality, presents
a co llect ion of individual speeches
a'. nd essays which powerfully call for
c hange.
In two of her essays titled ''We Do
Not Cons!!nt'' and ''The Women of
Egypt,'' Davis disc usses the urgency
for women to retain control of their
bodies and increase the awareness of
using sex as a means of oppression.
H owever, in '' The Women of
Egypt,'' she asserts that although
women should be concerned with the
politics of thelr bodies, they should
moreover concern themselves with
issues affecting all of society -such as
housing, malnutrition, education,
health and tJie threat of nuclear war .
The majority of her essays concerning women destroy tf",e myth of the
Afri can-American woman being
unscathed by citing frightening
realities. ·
''Black and Latino women are
AIDS victims in disproportionately
1

percent of African-A mericans and
Latino households are poor.
Davis points out that despite the
fact that women of color are most affected by poveny, the country's focus
remains on the plight of the lower
middle class white woman.
On the subje1.:t of culture, Davis
asserts that popular culture is inco mplete on many levels . She ex·
amines the need for music in particular to encompass political, social
a nd personal issues.
She says purposeful messages in art
can ''hasten social progress'' and
call s for diverse ethnic studies programs which will cease to exclude artists of color from the mainstream .
Da\ is explores the politics of the
b reakup within the African:~merican family in . terms of
i.:conomic exclusion and blasts conservatives who say African.A. mericans spend too much time
foc usi ng on their enslaved past ins.tead of banning t.ogether to move
fo rward.
In ''Slaying the Dream,'' she
states, '' If such goals are going to be
reached, employme11t and educational opOrtunities must be readily
. available. The 1fact is (hat the U.S .
economy has been rapidly phasing
·out jobs traditionally held by
African-American people, thus shoving eventually larger numbers of our
people to the outer margins of this
country's economic life."
''Women, Culture & Politics'' is
clearly Davis' personal attempt to

celebration at Carnegie Hall, three

"All God's Chillun Got Wings."

years before his death in 1976.

His international success as an actor and concert artist became even
stronger when he became the first
African-American to play the part of
Shakespeare' s
''Othello .'
This play showcases many of
Brooks' talents that go to waste on
''llawk. ''His strong, baritone voice
sounded throughout the theatre as he
artfully sang such Robeson melodies
as ''01' Man River,'' ''Were You
There,'' ''This Little Light of Mine''
and many more.
The play examines his relationships
with his father, a methodist preacher,
and his brothers. Throughout the
play, whether a person has heard of
Paul Robeson or not, he or she can
learn more about what made up this

The play takes its audience' through
the course of this legendary hero's
life, moving from his days at Rutgers
University-where he made Phi Beta
Kappa and became the first
African-American to be accepted in
the glee club and the debating team-to when he became the school's first
all-American football player 'two
years ma row.
Brooks allows his audience to witness and feel the frustrations and
prejudices Robeson encountered

while attending Rutgers.
At one point Robeson says, ''It is
hard to be a Negro, and it is hard to
be a freshman, but its even harder being both.''
After graduating from Rutgers,
Robeson went on to Columbia Law
School,, where he got his degree, and
became a lawyer.
Robeson soon discovered how
difficult it was for an AfricanAmerican to practice law . He gave up
that dream and decided to move on .
While in school, Robeson married
a woman with African, Jewish, and

man.

Many points where left unclear .
The scenes where Robeson becomes
interest ~ in the politics of other
countric. 1eads the audience to believe tha te was a communist, but
the whole issue was never complete-

ly addressed.
This is not the first time Brooks
has played the part of Robeson . In
New York he starred in ''Are You
Now or Have You Ever. Been?''
Brooks has acted for the New York
Shakespeare Festival as well as in his
roles in ''Uncle Tom' s Cabin'' and
''Spencer fof Hire."

Spanish blood ;named Eslanda. Because of ''Essie," as he called her,
Robeson was later persuaded into the
part of the Simian who carried the
cross for Jesus in a play at '% YMCA
in Harlem.
·
In one of the lighter scenes of this

Iropically, Brooks was the first
African-American to receive a
Masters Degree in Fine Arts in act·
ing and directing from Rutgers
University . He is currently a tenured
professor of theater at the Mason

tragic play, Brooks explains how he
first sang for an audience.

Because Rpbeson could not whistle, as the part called for him to db,
Essie suggested that he sing as he carried the cross up Calvary' s hill. He
received a standing ovation.
Playwright Eugene O'Neil was in
the audience that night . O'Neil later
convinced Robeson to star in his musical ''Emperor Jones'' and later

I

Gross School of Arts. Brooks has
,

also directed Ntozake Shange's
1
'Boogie W oogie Landscapes' ' and
''For Colored Girls Who Considered
Suicide."

IF
YOU'RE
GOING:
I
•

The play runs until .
April 30, Tuesday ·
through Saturday at
7:30 p.m. and
·Sunday matinees. 1·Weekday and Saturday
matinees are ojjered
'but the part o Paul
Robeson is played by'
Brook '.s understudy,
Ron Richardson.
Tickets range from ·
$24.50 to $39.50.
Students can obtain
discounts by presenting a student LD. at
the Friends Desk, located in the Hall of )
States.

Only two more issues left to write for
•
the most exciting page ID
The Hilltop,
the ''Tempo ' '
page. Come to the meeting today at 4 p.m.
and see how its • really done.
•

•

1

large numbers, \Vt. ha,,e c.1 speci al i11 terest in de111andi ng t!n1erge11c.:y funds
for A IDS researcl1."
Davi s ex plain s tl1at tl1e su.<;ceptability to AIDS is due to i11adequate
access to health care a11d a11 i11ab il ity
to maintain a proper diet.
Davis al so notes that t\\'O ou t of
three poor adult s i11 this c.:011111ry are
women. '' Won1en head half of all
poor househ olds, and more tha11 half
of the children ir1 female-hea ded
household s are poor . Ho,vever. 68

AMC
UNIO.N STATION .9
·THEATRES
•

-

•

HAS FREE MOVIES
FOR YOU!

see Women, page 15

Movie preview

•

'

Horror's number one King strikes ,again!
'

•

•

By Keith L. Alexander
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Six years after the Stephen King' s
best selling novel ''Pet Sematary'' hit
the book stores, the movie versi<3._n
has been released, promising to tie
full of the h9rror that made the novel number one.
.
''Pet Sernetary,'' which starts on
April 21 , is about a family who
moves from Chicago to a small town
in Maine . They just happen to
move right behind a pet cemetary.
The excitement begins when the
fami ly cat is killed, and the father,

l

•

•

takes the cat's body to the burial
ground, which all the townspeople
know is unlike any other.
When the cat mysteriously returns
to the house the following night, it
has transformed into something evil .
· Strangely enough this ''Pet Sematary'' was inspired by King' s early

I

•

)

We pay $5.50 to $6.00 per .hour.
Flexible work hours and benefits!
.(842-3757)
1

childhood.
''My family and I did move to a
house in the country, and behind the
house there was actually a pet
cemetery.''

see Movie, page 15

TO GET THEM, .
YOU NEED TO:
Stop by tlie Theatre
and apply for a job.
Accept the ·job ·!f it i.s ·
offered.

•

.

Dr. Louis Creed (Dale Midkiff),

•

(

Dr. Louis Creed (Dole Midkiff) discoven the chllllng of an unuoual
grayeyard in Stephen King's Paramount honor thriller, ''Pet S1malC11p.''

•

!

•
•

l

!

•

•
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Cults target African

~American

Pe111J

1

community .

Christ, Jehovah Witnesses and
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Maranapha, according to Lingren .
Two of these groups, the UnificaTraditionally, members of the tion Church and Maranapha have
white middle class have been the recognized representitives at Howard,
predominant cult victims, but as according to Dean of the Chapel,
African-Americans acquire more Evans Crawford.
Ian, member of the Unification
money, they have also acquired more
attention from i;uch organizations. Ch urch who witheld his last name,
However, greater numbers of said since the Unification Movement
African-Americans are being targeted is relatively young, it has made
by cult recruiters, according to Frantz mistakes, for example by being over
Wilson, president of Concerned zealous, but he refuted the cult !able.
''Anything that is not popular at
Parents Inc ., and father of a cull

By Marea Battle

member.
Cults can range from groups pro·
fessing healing by crystals to selfimprovement groups to bible
fellowships, but they can also range
from harmless to destructive.
Wilson, whose daughter wa s
recruited by a student on Hampton
University's campus into the Black
Hebrews in 1980 (and is now living
in Israel with the group), compares
leaders of these 1 'quasi-religious
groups'' to pimps who control
prostitu:tes .
Margaret Singer, a clinical
psychologist and professor at the
University of California medical
school in San Francisco, estimates
that three million young adults between 18 and 25 are affiliated with cult
movements.
· The Cult Awareness Network is a
national,
non-profit,
non denominational organization which
educates the public about the harmful effects of mind control.
CAN has received complaints from
individuals that additional groups
had cult-like practices. These groups
· include the Hare Krishnas, the
COevine Light Mission, the Unification Church (of which CAR P and

.

' \~
I

a g?ven time is often described as a
cult. People don't like change. Christianity used to be considered a cult.

0~

People are afraid because Rev. Moon

•

is challenging them,'' he said.
Brett
Fuller,
director
of
Maranapha, said he had no idea why
his organization would be considered
a cult .
''We are accepted as a wonderful
Christian organization,'' Fuller said .
Crawford, who said he tries to be
fair, monitors all of the recognized
campus ministry groups to determine
whether they are following the constitution that they l1ad to submit prior
to their acceptance on campus.
Crawford, who has received a complaint about the Maranapha
Church-wit h which the Maranapha
fellowship on campus is affi.liatedsaid that as t'ar as he can see, the campu s group is abiding by its
constitution.
To a lesser degree, the Campus
Crusade for Christ has also been
questioned.
·
Charles Gilmore, director of Campus Crusade for Christ, said that
some people may complain about the
group because they are not familiar
0·1ith it.
''We try to be very above board.
CAUSA is affiliated), the Black
Hebrews, the Boston Church of We do clearly identify the organiza-

'

AMC Union Station 9
Finl St. and .Massachusetts Ave NE.
842·3751

r-

Wottki"G Cfftl Fri/Sun 2:00, 4:40. 7 :20. 9 :50
Ftnch Uvn Fro-Sun 1:30, 6:50, 9 :20
llAlrl 0111 M1F r1·Sun 1: 40 , 4 :10. ? :00. 9 :30
DRlAlll TlAMF ri-Sun 1:30. 4:00, 6:50, 9 :20
REKUlRtF ri-Sun 5:00
SiNG Fro-Sun 4:20. 7 : 10
SkiN DllpFri-Sun 2:00. 4:40. 7 :20, 9 :50
Mististippi BllRNi"'G Fri-Sun 1:40, 7:00, 9 :40
TRoop lkYlRlyHilb Fri-Sun l :50. 4:20. 9:30
Dead Colm Fri -Su n 2: 10. 4 :50. 7:30. 9 :40
Mo1or League Fri-Sun 2:1 0. 4 :50. 7 :30

Recriuting is an important part of cult membership. Those who attend meetings far the first time are often confused.
tion .... Christianity is voluntary. Any behavior, the term is so inclusive that group; exploitative manipulation of
forced behavior would be counter- many religious, political, social and members; opposition to and alienaself-help groups fall under thi s tion from soc iety; claims of special
oroductive. '' Gilmore said.
status (for example occult powers or
Singer said, ''Cults have only two category.
basic .. pu·rposes, recruiting hew
Destructive cults tend to be leader- a mission to save humanity); and
members and fund raising. Cults. may centered, exploitative and harmful , detailed dictation of how members
claim to make real social contriDu- according to the American Family should think, act and feel.
''Cults arc looking for money.
tions, but in reality, these remain Foundation, a non-profit cult
mere claims or minimal gestures."
research
and
educational Since more blacks are in college and
In additi6n, ''It is important to note organization.
going out into the work force makthat all cults are not religious in their
To varying degrees they are ing money, they are becoming a
content," said Singer.
charac(erized by rr1embers' over· target," said Ann Lingren, a board
Although some cults may include zealous, unquestioning commitment
the element of bizarre and deviant
to the identity and leadersh,\p i'[f the see Cult, page 15

r"

Capitol Hill Cinemas
507 Eighth St. SE 547-1210
LEAN ON ME Fri-Sun 5:30, 7 :30. 9 :30
976-EVIL Fri-Sun 5:45, 7:45 . 9 :45

-

Clneplell Ode on Circle A val on
5612 c;:onnecticut Ave. NW 966-2600
Tltl Advf:NTURll of BARON MuNChAuSEN FroSun
7:00,
• GoNE wiTk TltE WiNd Fro/Sun 7 : 15

9 :45

Cineplex Odeon Circle Dupont
1350 19th St NW 872-9555
•

RAiN MAN Fri-Sun 2:00. 4 :30, 7 :00, 9 :45
PAltlNTt Fr1·Sun 2:oif. 3 :50, 5:45, 7:45. 9 :55
WARlll NiGhTt ON A Slow MoviNG TRAiN Fro·
Sun 2: 10. 4 :35. 7:25. 9 :35
Thl Accu!iEd Fri-Sun 2:15. ,4 :45, 7: 15. 9 :45
FIETCh LivEs Fro-Sun 2:20, 4 :40, 7:20. 9:40

SENioRs, doN'T foRGET To MAkE youR LAST wills
ANd TESTAMENTS STARTiNG TodAy FoR TltE MAy 12

Cineple" Ode~n Circle Embassy
1927 Florida A"e. NW 387-1344

'

•

'

•
Hilltop GRAduATioN ISSUE
.,

CyboRG F r1 ~S un 7 :45. 9 :45

..

•

..

•

Cineplel!; Odeon Cittle MacArthur
4859 MacArthur Blvd NW 337-1344

'

RAiN M.. N Fri-SuQ, 7 : 10, 9:50
D1tEAlll TEAM Fri·Sun 7:30. 10:00
HiGh HoplS Fr,·Sun 7: 15. 9 :45

Q
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photo b}' Keilh Dorman Jr.

The costumed cast rehearses for opening night as the co~ntdown begins.

Student cast prepares
.for its 'Last Leg' -

Charlene Drew Jarvis, Ph.D.

By Marea Battle
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''Okay everyone places. I'd like to
begin," a softly husky voice called
above the preMperformance clamor
from the cast of the play, ''Last
Leg," written and directed by
Howard University st udent Sherese
Woodley.
Woodley, a junior transfer student
from New York, majoring in education, anxiously paced back and forth
in front of the stage before abruptly
sit ting on the edge of her seat. She
waited for her hand-picked st udent
cast to make her creation come to
life.
·
1
'Last Leg," which takes olace in
Harlem, N. Y. is abOut relationships
and roles within · the African A1nerican experience and what effect
they have on individual members, according to Woodley .
,
Each character in the play is a main
character in itself, possessing an indepth personality, vivid with realisrri.
The dialogues are riveting, yet at
the same time humorous. as they
paint pictures of social truths that are
often thought about, but seldom
spoken.
•
''Last Leg'' addresses concepts
ranging from African-American
people attempting to find identity in
everything except their own rich
culture to a situation where a neglectful father blames his wife for their
children's disrespect of him . lhis
bold new play hits hard .

•

..
Profession: Member, District of Columbia City Council and
Chairperson of its Committee on Housing and Economic
Develop1ne11t

'i'i

(.•

•

'

l

-

Home: Washington 1 D.(, ;

'
Education: Oberlin College, BS, I 962; Howard University, MS,
I 964; and University of Maryland, PhD, I 971.

' J

My Most Memorable Experience as a Howard Student: "Hearing the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. speak at Howard."
Most Significant Impact Howard had on My Life: "A reacquain· ,
ranee witl1 scholars and other members of the Howard family . whom I had kn own while growing up on this campus; also, being •
able to learn as a young adult about rny father's work [Dr. Charles
R. Drew], which I had not fully appreciated as a young child."

''I have a lot of thoughts about

relationships, many of them positive
and man ~ negative. I thought I could
express them better ·with a play,'' said
the attractive young woman, whose
personality is as warm and rich as
bubbling brown sugar and just as
natural.
,

Achievement of Which I'm Most Proud: "My 4.0 average in
the ·.master's progran1. 11

Why I Give Back to Howard: "If not I, then who'"

'

,

•

1

Howard Unive~ity depe11ds 011 the support of alum11i like Charlene Drew Javis, ~
PhD, and it will deper1d ~ve ri more on your suppon .1fter you gradu.1te. Resoty.t .~
now to become a lifetime contributor to Howard. Also, keep [he Depart ment of Alumni Affairs informed of your career development; it is your lifetime
linkage to Howard. For r11ore ir1formatiot1, call (202) 686-6693.
\\c

,!

''People are forced into situations
because of the economic condition
out there. I .think a let of people will

be able to identify (with the Play] and
those wpo can't can learn,'' added

Woodley.
The play, which took her seven

months to write and the 1988-1989

Copy5ight, Howard University, 1989

school year to cast and direct, was indirectly namCjfby her mother.

•

\

'' My mother used to point out
older men going after younger
\vomen as being on their 'last leg.' I
thought it \vas the funniest thing,"
said Woodley.
Also the fundraising coordinator
of Black Nia FORCE, a studerit activist group, Woodley wrote the play
\vith the organization in mind.
Woodlex identifies the maiy theme
as being interfamilial conflicts that
reflect many situations in AfricanAmerican families.

Clneplex Odeon Cittle Jenifer
5252 Wisconsin A,·e. NW 244-5703
CybORGFri-Sun 7:45 , 9:45
l1viAThAN ~r1-Suii 7:00. '9 :30

Cineple~ Odeon Circle Tenley
4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW 3634340
RAiN MAN Fri-Sun 7:10, 9:50
LIAN ON ME Fri-Sun 7:00, 9 :30
ChANClt ARE fr i-Sun 9 :40

Clneplell Qdeon Wisconsin Ave Cinemas
4000 \\'isconsin Ave NW 244-0880
- Flnch livEt Fri-Sun 2:20, 4 :40. 7:20. 9 :40
0.urfGlROUS LiAitoM Fr1·Sun 2 : 15. 4:45, 7: 10.
9 :40
DREAlll Tl4M Fri -Sun 2:00. 2 :30. 4:30. 5 : 00 ~
7 :00, 9:30, 10:00
•
Dud CAlMFrr-Sun 2:10, 4:35. 7 :25. 9 :35
JAckNif1 Fr1-Sun 2:30. 4 :45, 7:15, 9 :45

,

K-8 Fine Arts
~919 MSt. NW. 223-4438

•'
•

TltE Advf:NTURll of BAROfrl MuNCltAutf:N fr1Sun 5:35, 8 :05

K-B 'F oundry 1-7

1055 ·1·homas Jefferson St. NW 337·1311

SiNG Fri·Sun 7:25, 9 :25

Sherese

wooc11ey

'' I see my personality in each and
every character. It makes me think I
have multiple personalities, but it's
all me. It really is,'' she said.
The cast, !hich was chosen by
open auditions held during the first
semester, is made up of a lot of raw,
u'ntapped talent that will debut on
stage, according to Woodley .
''It's been a lot of hard work. The
hardest thing was to make the cast
put this high on their list of priorities,
since they weren't getting paid. I was
trying to make them feel it was as im- .
portant to them as it was to me," said
Woodley, rolling her eyes back with
feigned exhaustion.
Then she was up on her feet again,
silver hoops swinging in her ears,
laughing easily with her cast as they
prepared for their April 14 and 15
performance
at
Blackburn
Auditorium.
The performance is at 8 p.m. each
night. and tickets can be purchased
at Cran1ton Auditorium for $3.

RAiN MAN Fro·Sun 6 :35. 9 : 10
0EAd CAl.M Fri·Sun 5:35. 7:40. 9 :45
ThE RlKUlRt Fro-Sun 5:25
Cotlsilft Fri-Sun 5:40. 7:45, 9 :50
Ch.utCU ARE Fro·Sun 5 :30, 7:35 9:40
LIAlf Ofi M1F r1·Sun 5:10. 7 :1 5, 9 :20
ThE Ai;;C\IKd Fri-Sun.'5:35. 7: 45. 9 :55

"

K·B Cinema

5100 Wisconsin Ave. NW 363-1875
Nlw Yo•lti ST01tiEt Fri·Sun 5:25. 8 :00

K-8 Janus 1·3
1660 Connecticut Ave. NW 132-8900
MAjoR Lu.GW: Fri-Sun 1:35. 3:40. 5:45, 7: 15.
9 :55
DANGE•OUI U..isofd Fri-Sun 12:50. 3 :05,
5:20, 7:35. 9:50
SlAvEt of Nt:w Yoak Fr1·Sun 12 :15. 2:35,
4:55 , 7:20, 9 :45

..
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SUNDAY, AP·RIL 16·, 1989
Call to Chapel 11 :OOam
Gospel Concert 7: 30pm

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, · 1989
Jazz; 1 Rendition 2:00 - 7·: 00pm
. · In the Punchout

•
•

'·

MONDAY, APRIL 17, 1989
Mr. Howard ~andidate
Speakout 7 :OOpm
Blackburn Forum
.

THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1989
Drama Presentation 7 :OOpm
in Fine Arts
·
'
.

.

. TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1989
Fashion Show
7:00 & 10:00
•

•

.

.

.·FRIDAY; APRIL 21, 1989
Unity Day Celebration :
·. 12 Noon
Dan€e Ensemble Presentatio~
7:00 pm.
In Cramton Auditorium

~

•

•

I

'

SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 1989 .
Spring Picnic at · Noon
· ·
•

'

,

•

•
(

J

•

•

r
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U.S.-set conditions for resumption of

Haiti

aid which include cracking down on
drug trafficking and the seating of an
1

.:-.nntioued from page

•

·lc:.:toral commission which would
•:1i~anize
to elect a civilian

Africa

''Iil the "1960s when - high world
commodity prices and the euphoria
of ind~ ·1, · dence encouraged Africa

11

· ~~~~~~~~~~~-

Kt1rtin explained was a fipl-it which
had riothiilg to do with the people of
Haiti. Rather, he said it was a battle
between militarv factions.
According to Horblitt, key Con-

govf'rnment.

Horblitt called Avril ••tiie best opportunity there is'' for returning
democracy co Haiti.-

gressional members, including Fauntroy, sent a letter to Secretary of
State, James Baker Ill, last Saturday,
April 8, ui;ging ''resumption of

assistance to A"aiti's government on
a step by step basis."
Horblitt said Avril was making
satisfactory progress in meeting the

When asked if he thought the announcement that Avril had ''successfully'' put down the revolt was
overly optomistic, French said, ''My
own guess would be that he may have
well succeeded for the moment but
he's got his hands full for the
foreseeable f11ture. '',

.;

'
Personnel Management/Human
Relations
•
The Rural Electrification Administration (REA), a
Federal Government Agency located in Washington, D.C .,
is looking for May or August graduates interested in careers
in personnel management. As a trainee Personnel Management Specialist with REA, you will learn and carry out
duties involving all aspects of a government agency personnel program , including recruitment and staffing; employee
development and training; performance management ;
supervisor -employee relations; and Wage/salary
administration.
The candidates selected for this program will enter goverment service at grade levels GS-5 or GS-7 ($15,700 or
$19,500 per year), and be placed on a rapid annual promotion track leading to grade GS-12 (target salary is $38,000)
within rhree or four years. Excellent opportunities exist for
even further promotion to mangement-level positions with
REA after serving at the GS-12 level.
•

'

To apply, please sub mit either. a resume or a Federal Job
Application (SF-171) to the following address:
Personnel Management Division

Box 1989B
Rural Electrification Administration
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Washington, D .C. 20250-1500
For further information , please call (202) 382-9560.
MUST BE A U S. CITIZEN

continlied from page I~

,

l

continued from page 13

Careers in

Movie

continued from pae:e 11 to invest '.11 massive and unneeded industrial p;ojects, as well as useful but
Central America, when describing the
!hirrl world.
unproductive expansions of armies ... , most of Africa assumed large
Experts from the International
M9nE>t ary fund have said, in published position papers, that major ingre- amounts of debt." said Rot berg.
Most of Africa's foreign debt is
dient to helping the nations of Africa
emerge from their present conditions owed to governments of indust~ial
is the resolution of the more than countries or to international lending
$100 billion that the continent owes
'
in terms of foreign debts.

Cult
member of Cull Awareness Network.
Recruits are led to believe the
group will enrich their lives by increasing self-esteem and security. As
a resull, recrUits commit themselv,es
to the group.
Then, by gradually isolating
members from outside influences, the
cult establishes unrealistically high,
guilt-inducing expectations.
In addition, expressions of
negativity are punished and critical
thinking is discouraged, causing the
members to become dependent on the
expressions of love and support that
come w~th compliance.
This dependent behavior, in some
cases, is reinforced by threats of
physical violence.
''It's not healthy for you spiritually. I (.!oM·t think God uses techniques
of t1 01111 i!:ation and mind-control.
One ;1 · ce~ I was super spiritual and
then the r1ext ·week someone would
say 'You are so prideful; you'll never
be a leader.' It was a process of constantly being built-up and torn
down," said Isabelle Stahl, a former
member of the Boston Church of
Christ.
Stahl, now a student at
Georgetown University,
\1.ras
recruited by a friend into the Bosto1l
Church of Christ, also known as
Cross Roads, ·while still in high
school.
'
At 16, Stahl was recruited by one
of her closest friends, whom she admired as a mentor. Her parents
thought it was just a phase, before
she began experiencing drastic personality changes.
••w9en 1 became involved, I
squelcij.ed my humor and I lost my
tolerar1c'i of all others. I thought all
my friends were going to hell. I
wouldn't do a lot of the things I used to do," Stahl said. '' I had totally

were ''Carrie," ''Salem's Lot, " i
'' Firestarter," and ''The Shining.'' ~
Another one of the similarities the
movie has to King's real life is that'
this is the first movie to be shot in
King's h.ome state of Maine.

given my life over to this group."
According to Singer, ''These
groups are able to attract people who
-don't know that it's totally staged.. ''
They do not realize that they are go.
ing to be separated-froro. their entire
lives, including their former
consciousness.
What is significant ,, bout these
':Ilovements; acc0 !"~:,., .. to father Kent
Burtner, a · dominican priC:'l \\\.. o
counsels former cult members ar:.d
t~eir parents, are the psycho! '?::. al
techniques used to convert and control followers.
''I don't care whether it's someone
leading a Catholic charismatic prayer
group or if it's Sun Myung Moonwhether they're a 'socially acceptable
form of spirituality or not-if they
start using methods that deprive individuals of their ability to make a
free choice, they're acting in a
tremendously destructive way
towards the person. And that to me,
is· an object of evil,'' he said.
In studying C".ults, social scientists
have come up with a number of
reasons to explain their popula!iity
with today's youth and young adults,
according to Robert Dellinger,
author of ''Cults and Kids."

I

King considers this movie to be one
of the most special that he has ever
written for several reasons. Most im!JOrtantly, it is the first screenplay

r

''This meant a great deal to me .'
bringing it all back home to where i
·began.
.'

.

,.

''Pet Sematary'' became a number
that he has personally adapted from one best seller when it was firs~
one of his novels.
released in 1983 and remained on the
Some Of the many other King New York Ti
st seller list for,
thrillers that were made, into mo~.ie-s ;;.~or;~~h~ ,~
,
',. "l;i '
"
• ·- •
• '
,

organiz~s to d~~elop task forces ·,

Women

in order lo combat specific problems
an~ ;.rcdit 1•.P;,,.., " t0 "11T'P('\'"l l\fricanAmerican art.
While she does not offer specific ··
economic solution s to the problem of i
secu ring capital, she suggests that '
lhese aCtions ·be t~ken in the '
grassroots manner of·the civil rights ·
era.
••
In an address given to the National 1
Women's Studies Association's an- )
nual conference at Spelman College,
Davis said, ''We must strive lo 'lift
as we climb.''
She added, ''In other words, we i
must Climb in such a way as to ~
guarantee t that all of our sisters, \
regardless of social class, and indeed .
all of our brOthers, climb with us .'' ~

continued from page 12
unify those issues she feels are most
important to the future of the
African-American community as
well as the inte;national community.
She executes her per so nal
statements with a sense of global in~
terdependence among people of color that is absent in much of today's
modern social political theory .
She stresses the need for AfricanAmeri can churches and other
I

'

l

'
..,'

HOUSING
STUDY
1989
Here is · your chance to clean house.
Participate in the Housing Survey.
Complete Housing Survey, 1989 and be
interviewed by the student team. Housing Survey, 1989 for~s available in
dorms, Blackburn Cafeteria, Douglass
Hall and the Undergraduate Library.

These reasons include a disillusionment with the scientific community,
the military, big business and labor,
schools and colleges, government,
family relationships and religions.
According to Singer, no one type
of person joins cults, but anyone who
is in a vunerable period of loneliness
or uncertainty is particularily
susceptible.

•,
.

0

Singer belie\'·es that the Church of
Scientology, the Children of God, the
Way International, The Tony and
Susan Alamo Christian Foundation,

The Love Israel Family and the Body

•

'

•

of Christ all rely on coercive conver·
sion methods .
OthCrs have also suggested that
many ''me-generation'' movements
such as LifeSpring, TM and est, can
influence an individ_uaP_s ~ougl}t
processes, according to Dell!ij;ef. - ~\.

•
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TllE SociAL WoRk STudENTi CouNcil

&

•

.

1.

.

I

.

What do you like
or dislike about
The Hilltop? If
you were editorin-chief what
things would you
do differently?
Now is your
chance to express
just how you feel.
Deliver all replies
to The Hilltop
office c/o Alonza
Robertson 2217
Fourth St. N. W.
Washington,
D.C. 20001.

Pi SiGMA DELTA HoNoR SociETY
present
•

SociAL WoRk W EEk of ENLiGllTMENT
ApRil 17Tll· Department of Human Services
Job Information Seminar ·
Room 350-Faculty Lounge
12 Noon - 1 :30pm
Refreshments served
'
•

Resume Preparation Workshop
Room 350-Faculty Lounge
12 Noon - 1 :30pm
Refreshments served

'

'
'

'

•

''
'

- ''
•

I

•
i
;

•

'

I '

'

,

•

J

·.:

SUMMER ·sroR AiG'E FOR
STUDENTS
1

ApRil 215T Induction D~y
The new Social Work Honor Society
inducts its• first members .
12 Noon, Place:Social Work'
'
Room:TBA, Refreshments
served
.
'
•

'

•

•

S°iciAl WoRk TltE

AwEsO~E

PRofEssioN!!!

•Your Lock-Your Key• No Access Fees • Lo\v !Vlonthly Ra!es

Where do you go from h~re with your Liberal
Arts Degree? Conside();_ a Baccalaureate,
Masters
br Doctoral Protessional
Degree.
.
-"·
Come speak with us, we will show you how!!!

501 N Street, NE

543-1400
•

(C11rner of .ird & t"ll1rida.
acn1s.<1 fn,n1 t111rida
..\\·r11ue i\larket)

•

•

•
•
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•
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COMPUTERIZED ADDRESS LABELS
Coll Mork Corter. the owner of OMNI
· PLUS. at (202) 395-5905.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Ladies of

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Chapter

Come and live in the woods, but still be
close enough to visit Washington, DC on
Invite You to Experience
your time off! If you enjoy childre, then
An Evening of Magic and Mystique
we hove a job for you! We need general
SPRING MASQUERADE
counselors, arts/crofts dir., lifeguard
Da'te : April 15, 1989
(WSI), nurse, food supv., cooks, ond
Place : Vista International Hotel
business managers. Compsar located in
1400 M St. NW
Bridegwoter and Leesburg, VA . Coll the
(Around the corner from Sutton Plaza)
'1
Tim.e: lO:OOpm until 7:00am , ) Girl Schauf Council of the Notion's
Capitol, 1·202-337-4300.
Attire: Semi-forma l
Tickets on Sale at Cramton Auditorium

$12 in Odvance $15 at door
Word Processing Service

Term Papers, Resumes, Research Papers,
Manuscripts, A nyt hing and Everyth ing.
Rush Jobs. weekend pickup and delivery
available.
Eydie Whittington 889-3055

Studen ts !! Faculty I! Passer,sby! !

Come join Noonday Prayer Christian
F~llowship on

Wednesdays and Fridays

from noon to 1pm . Our informal service
is held in the Rankin Chapel. Come
praise the Lord!!!

DOES SCIENCE INTEREST YOU?
Graduate training in our deportment provides o career with the rewords of
leeching and the chd!leng'es ,of reseorc ti
in diverse areas: Cell Biology., Neurosciences, Paleontology, Develpmentol
Biology and Protein Chemistry. To apply, write, coll or visit: Graduate Cohoirmon, Dept . Anatomy , Howard
1
University
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

The DC Rope Crisis Center needs
volunteers (women/men) to provide
counseling and accompOn1ement to survivo1s of sexual assault. Training begins
Ma leh 9th. Coll 232-0789.
BECOME A PEER HEALTH EDUCATOR.
LEARN THE FACTS ABOUT AIDS AND
SRARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH THE
COMMUNITY .
The School of Education, Office of
Leadership Development and Training is
recruiting students to Participate in an
A lDS Ris k: Red uction Commun ity
Outreach Project. If interested contact
Son1e1 Reynolds on 636-5782

'
~

A1tent1on oil studenl-$'<Qrgonizo tions the
PUbl ic Affairs Dept. ot WHBC 830AM
will be accepting announcements fqr free
events that you will be sponsoring this
semester. Make all announcements addressed to Lenore Rush Traffic/ Public Affairs Director and drop them off in room
G-19 in t he basement of the C.B. Powell
building.
The Midn ight funk Association
Howard Chapter
'' We need the Funk''
April 21st, 9-until, Masonic Temple 10th
and U. St. NW. Cash Bar, Advanced
Tickets $4 .00. ot door $6.00 . Call
797-2478 for informotion.

."

There w ill be o general interest meeting
for all students interested in working on

BISON YEARBOOK 1989-90.

WRITE FOR ME

•

.The Counceling and Student Personnel
Associo1ion (CA SPA) of Howard University wilf hove its spring conference
Saturday, Apri l 8, 1989
8:30om to 4:30pm
Ploce: The A uditorium ·iR--Blockburn
Center on the Howard University Campus. Registration con take place soturdoy morning. Refreshments and lunch
will be served. For more information contact: Frances Graham dt 636-7000 or
Darryl Jones at 636-0399

Where: Blackburn A uditorium
When: Friday, April 21, 1989
Time: 5pm
Applications for all staff positions w ill be
accepted at the meeting.
Do YOU want POWER, PLEASURE AND
PURPOSE in your life? Then you
need .... "THE PERFECT PLAN," will take
form of o T.V. TALK-SHOW DRAMA,
featuring the con troversial host,
MALCOLM Downey Jr. MUSIC. DANCE
AND POETRY w ill be performed, plus a
guest speaker, DAVID PERRIN. The
answer to true PURPOSE, POw'ER , AND
F.'LEASURE , are in, ''THE PERFECT
PLAN." COME DISCOVER!
Dote: Friday, Ap ri1 21. 1989
Time: 7pm
,
Place: Human Ecolog)\, Aud itorium
Contact : M icheal C. Worlsey 636-7292
HU or 529-5734 ans. service.
UGSA calendars are available from
l 2pm to 5pri:i in room 110, Blac kburn
Center. Certificate and l.D. req uired .
Morontha Student Fel lowship Invites you
to joi n us for our Sunday Celebration Services ot l 0:30om. For dire<tions or more
Information and Activities coll 544-6200.
Club Mass Meeting
Final meeting of the year. Attendance is
mandatory. April 19th', 6:30pm Ele<tions
will be held far next year .

Looking for a fraternity, sorori ty or stu- .
dent orgoinization that would like tp
make $500-$1000 for o one w eek oncompus marketing project. M ust be
organized and har.dwo rki ng. Coll Patti
or Gi no at 1-B00-592-212 1.
SUMM ER STU DEN TS
Urgently Needed! Sa ma ri tans of
Wa shington, a suicide prevention
hotline, needs volunteers. We operated
o free 24 hour service for depressed and
suicidal people who need to talk to a caring person. THE HOTLIN E SA VES LIVES!
If you care about others and will have
the time to devote t his summer, please
coll us for more information at 362-6100 .

Al>MIS<ilOHS WORKSHOP
An admissions workshop for all students
interested in applying to Healt h Professions School will be Saturday, A pril 15,
1989. at 9:30om . Call 636-7231 for more
information.

I

THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS CLUB
will have elections and a pizza party on
Wed nesday, April 19, 1989 at 5:30pm in
Locke Ha ll room 105. This is for paid
members only.

Mr. Howard 19B9 Campetitian _,is Hen!
Come hear what the final candidates
have to say when asked why they should
be ''Mr'. Howard."
•
Speokaut will be held :
Monday, April 17, 1989
Blackburn Forum
7:00pm

Mr. Howard Compelilion
The student population will vote on the
candidate of their choice. The vote w iTr
count ·50 percent of the total . The other
will come from interveiws and essOy
evaluation .
Voting will be held :
Tuesday, A pril 18, 1969
Blackburn 1 Graund Floor Plaza
l ·lom-4pm

Students please bring l.D. ond Certificate al Reglsliallan In order to
vote.

ATTENTIO N ALL D.J.'S
Al l those interested in being the D.J. for
the Campus Pol events for the fall 1969
orientation, please leave a tape in rm.
122 Blackburn Center by A pril 26.

Winner will be announced Wed.
April lB, 1989

ln celebrating the 11th A nniversary
Residence Hall Week , there will be a M ix
and Mingle Event. Friday, Aoril 14, 1989
5 :30pm to 8 :00pm in A rmour J.
Blackburn Center. FREE FOOD/GAMES
ANO PRIZES/ENTERTAINMENT.

The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha
Frotemity, Inc. onnouce the 1989

The Schaal al Human Ecalagy
Undergraduate Student Council
presents
A SENIOR SENDOFF/LUNCHEON
in honor of .. School of Human Ecology
May, Summer, and December .graduates.
April 16, 1989 fro m 2-4:30pm in
Blackburn Restaurant. A ll seniors who
have not received invitations should call:
Letha Hinnant HESC Senior Class
Representatives at 862-7622 .
The Rhomeo Club
of
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
would li ke to congrodulote Kim Braxton
on her winning the Rhomeo SPRING
FLING RAFFLE .
•

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER (OR ANYTIME)? Jet there

Mr. 'Howard final candidates wil l be
feoture~\ 1quring interm ission of the Annual Spting Fashion Show, ''Oosis''
Tuesday eve nin g, April 18, 1969 .

Sweetheart Coronation and Sen ioc;. Sendoff to be held Sunday, 23 Apri l 19B9 at
4:00pm in the restaurant of the
Blackburn Center . All friends and
members of the Black and Gold fam ily
ore invited to attend.
.IN HONOR Of THE
BLACK SPRING ARTS FESTIVAL
DON'T M ISS
1

UNITY JAM '89

AT THE KILAMANJA RO NIGHTCLUB
1724 California St. NW . Thursday, April
20, l 989 . Doors open at 9pm . First 50
Ladies free . $3 for Ladies and $4 for
Gentlemen.
A
PUFF AND M
EXTRAVAGANZA!

CARIBBEAN STUDENTS
Don't forse. ;o vote Monday, April l--7th!
Paulo Mitchell
Heather Anderson
Archibald Clork
Debbie Rochester
Jaqueline Ifill
Remember, Don't be Impressed .... Be
Moblilzed!

FROM BWI, Philly, or NYC for no mare
than $160 with AIRHITCH, as reported
The Abrom Harris Economic Society inin Consumer Reports, NY Times, · 1988-89 Who's Who Recipients please
vites you to their Lecture Breakfast. It will
Let's Go, ond notional network mornbe on Friday, April 21, 1989 from
contoct the Office of Student A ctivities If
9- 1 lom in the Hilltop Lounge. See Dr. , ing shows. Fordetoilscall 212-864-2000
your address has changed since the Foll
or write : AIRHITCH, 2901 Broadway,
Houchins, ASB-B · room 319 or coll
Semester. Thank you.
Suite lOOH, NY, NY 10025.
636-6717 for more information.

'

•

r

Good Luck
Celebrate the Haward Gaopel
GERAR D TOUSAND ROBINSpN r
Choir's 20th Annlvenary, Saturday,
IN YO UR QUES\ FOR
April 29, 1989 at7 p.m. in Cramton To , 111ost noble independent Nancy
MR . HOWARD!!
Auditorium. Rev. M ilton Brunson ond . Steph~ns,
Alwoys put the Su preme Being first in all
1
I bet you're smili ng ....
t he Thompson Co mm unity Si ngers from
your endeavors ond you w il l" never be
Chicago, 111 ., w ill be special guest. A lso Good, mission accomplished .....
disopointed .
featured w il l be Da rlene Simmons of the 21 -A-BB DST
I love you
Richa rd SmOll wood Singers and ValenDon na
cia How ard. Tic kets on sole now in · Ta two great friends who just happen to
be born on the same day: A ngelo and VOTE FOR GERARD T. ROBINSON FOR
Cromton. St udent tickets $10. General
Admis$_ion, $12.
Tracey : HA PPY BIRTHDA Y!!!!!
MR. HOWARD A pril 18th!•
Love, Mel
LDOK OUT H.U.1111
Junyne,
ON TU ESDAY, A PRIL lBTH
Happy Birthday to you, happy· birthday Happy 20th Birt hday!
Love
AFTER OASIS
to you, happy birthday deor Joelle, HAPTHE SPRING ARTS FASHION
PY BIRTHDA Y TO YOU!I!
Stt:eet 0 and Lisa J.
From the other girl who likes beautiful
SHOW
BLACK men!
THE DIRECTORS AND CAST
Arranger
P .S. I hope you li ke the Prescriptives You're the new and only love in my life.
ALONG WITH
... Calyx.
PUFF & MA YHARD
I thank the Lord for U every nite. Like the
earth and the seed we shall grow
ARE HAVING
together, stonger and taller than one
THE ULTIMATE FASHION SHOW Garry T. Leonce,
AFTER PARTY. THEY'VE RENTED The pathway is finally becoming easier cou ld possible imagine. 1
to follow. Thank you for all the optimism .
Love You A lways
THE HOTTEST CLUB IN D.C.
Moroga lio
With the Lord as our guide, we will reach
TRACKS
1111 First St. si Washington, D.C. our goa l.
I love you To the Residence Holl Choi r ,
WITH TH E CI TIES LARGEST DA NCE
Happy Anniversary to us l_am-very proud of you. You pe rformed ·
FLOOR. THE MOST INCREDIBLE SOUN D
Jo Ro well last Sun day. Words can' t express
SYSTEM & TH E CITIES BADDEST D.J.
how I appreciate the t ime and effort you
SAM "THE MAH" BURNS
Doors open at 9pm, and we're goi ng all 'Hing
put in those long, tedious~
but w orth
night. Dress to House. ,
Just a note to let you know how much
while rehersols . 1'11 always
ratelfu!.
NO MINIMUM AGEf
I appreciate your friendship. Time is too Remember we ore a group n . et us
Admission is FIVE DOLLARS with in-. short not to stop and watch the world
oot Qreok up. let us however. ncouroge
others to joi n so we might grow ond convitotion, or H.U. ID, SEVEN DOLLA.RS go by for a moment.
tinue to give God praises. Again, I love
w ithout. For more information, Contact Not
yOtt:' ,bnd remember, '' Be Ye Steadfast
one of the Models.
UnmQVeoble A lways AOOunding in the
Serena~
I
Work of the lord ." Hang in there!
Sorry I haven't been around lately. I'm
THE STORAGE PLACE : T ~ovel light this praying for you ond yours . Keep in
I love you ,
summer! leave your ''schoool stuff'' in touch .
Thomas Pierre Jr.
o secure facil ity , We also pick up. L. B.
5B2·1117.
Stacey J. Phillips,
l.
Dondi,
HAPPY BIRTHDA Y and inay 21 be all
Do as I say, not as I would do. How's
RENT
that time mode you wait for.
/
the bunny (above or below 0 .04)?
J
signed,
Luv, luv, luv yo',
Summmer Housing. Needed responsible
The Hill top Posse
B.S .
1
•
clean female to shore 2br. opt. /~ block
from campus. Coll 484-734 1.
Health gal,
Vincent,

PERSONALS

~~~~~~~~~~~

Need summer housing? 2 rooms
available Moy 13th. 4 blocks from campus. Females only. For more info. call
63{)-11B5 or 234- 1120.

Happy birthday from The copy editing
types
,.
Sweetheart,
We don't have to wait for tirrie ....
because we hove plenty ...

Female needed to occupy room near
Luv
Howard for summer. Arrangement can
8.D. II
be made for permanent housing. ~ l ease
coll Jackie at 797-4696. Moving dote ,To my sands 2B-A·BB and 32-A-BB .
ASAP . Two renovated or new places Thanks for hol ding my bock .
available.
Love ,
4-A-88
Rooms for rent. Starting in May. Coll
332-0411 on Saturday ond Sunday. Hey S.B. !
Leove message. First come first serve !t' s a zero sum game; win some, lase
basis.
so me. Good luc k next season !!!
M.L.
Summer Housing. Female needed to
shore a newly built townhouse . Walking
distance to campus. House hoS·'"Y,psher To Jame.s Moses:
and dryer and central air conditioning. By punching a GI RL on the yard you
showed your true colors. We know who
Rent $293.75 avo lilable May l, 1989 .
Coll fvlionifo at 284-5565 or Jackie at yqu are, you ore being watched , and you
w;11 be dealt wdh.
462-B950.
To, Zombuddo Zulu, The Selmon,
Spacious Bedroom for rent in completeGreedy. Diamond Dove. G&X. my infer·
ly renov. house. Wolk to campus ;
man.I , T.V . & Mac ~bdu!lah, Hasson ,
$300 .00/month . utilities included . Price the cemon , plus phi forty possee . l
1
negotiable. Short or long . term lease : From: Rasheen, Joma ~, Voso ri,
Available immediately. Call 789-8159 , M uhammed 2x .
onyti me ofter 4pm.

JOBS
Port Time Jobs Available. Rapidly growing Maid and Janitorial serives company
is now hiring for immediate openings.
Call anytime.396-6633.
Circular Mailing. Start immediately.
Stomps, circulars and mailing list all provided free. Far information write CCE,
Box 15186 . Washington,
D .C.
20003-0186.
•

Happy 21st Birthday to a very dear
friend . God bless you and Best Wishes . • ·
Den ise

Melory:
You ore not on your P's and Q ' s! Now
that the face Is repaired what's going on.
It's mighty quiet ...
. .
f
Signing o f,:
Shorty

---.,.---~------.,--,•
I
.
. h

To the girl who gave me the free cookies
ot the ''Mrs. Fields'' in Georgetown last
Friday night,
Stoy sweet (kind of li ke the cookies)!!
Signed
. The informal begger
P.S. soy ''Hi'' when you see me!

I
Mr. R.E.A . Ill
To that s,uper guy who mode me look
beyond the helmet ond the shoulder pods
to find o super personality. Thanks for
t.he memori.es. !h.e ~~!J~ yet to come.
4'12''-in-TN

.
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HAIR DESIGNS

I

I·
1849 Ninth St, N.W. • Cor. 9tlt l T Sb. I
I
234-5578
I
J
I
Experts In Heir Repair

·

1•

HOURS:

1

SUNDAY (ApPolntmentll lOAM·lPM

·

14Q"IOAY thru WED.

10 AM - 6 PM

THLilltSOAY •FRIDAY
SATURDAY

10AM·9PM
9AM - 4PM

sp·•·a .f>..~ s,,.,,.1

J

Sll.00 •M . .
SHAMPOO anti •LOW DR'f $15.00,8"4 •
TOUCK-UI' lt£LAXIEllt
V2 IO ......
SHAMl'OO .,_. KT

II R'' •x111 ......

I
I
I

I
1

1

GENTILLE ...-.m:AxlR

·~.so ,. 11
ij.;,..,..
..

PERMAHENT. WAYl

_IO ... UOJ

==
.
I

• &OD
I
......
I
S 7.50llftllup ,

II

COLOll
,,
. . . . . . . WAYE

Mo h aod , 7 :30 . \ m oos1n we1g I, I cur
togetherness. unity, respect, I love my t
L.B.'s, W.l. A ., Fu nk-n-Roll dUdes, we're -CURLi
$4100
outta here. Thanks Deo n Bond and A.D.
· (Mem., Tun..andWN.) 14000
1
E.Z .E. for it was a t rue Funky Treal. P.S. I SHAMPOO,
•
•
11 • ctntL UoOD
(Mon., T-., aM WN.J
Sia.GO
Next time specify 7:30o m or pm. Later
ltlMla:•ts. F9CUltJ & It.rt Dlt
11
fra t .
B·A-B9
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ATTENTION ATTENTION ATTENTION

STUDENTS
•

By ENTERiNG ThE
GllARANTEEd A job

NIH ST.ty-iN--School
Tkis SIJMMERl

PaOGUM NOW yoo

will

•J

bE

The National Institutes of Health has i mmediate part-time positions
av ailable for high school and undergraduate st udents . The majority of
these positions are for :

I

CLERK·TYPIST ,
CLERKS
BIOUGICAL AIDES
PHYSICAL SCIENCE AIDES
LABORATORY AIDES
These posi tions are available under the ~IH Stay-in-School Program ,
Students may w ork up to 20 hours per week during the school year and
40 hours per week during v acation periods-(summer , spring break,
Christmas, etc. ) .
•
! •

Most positons are located in Bethesda , MD • convenient to Medical
Center Metro Station and other public transportation . Free parking.
Carpool locator , cafeteria, fitness ce nter , banking and credit u·nion
facilities on-site .
•
~pplicANTS MllST bi.:

At least 16 years of age at the time of appoi ntment,
Enrolled full-time in high school or-undergraduate school and be in good
academic standing ,
·
A U.S . citizen or from a country allied with the USA,
Available to work 15/20 hOurs per week during the school term ,
And , in need of income to continue their education .
Salary ranges from $4.91 per hour to $6 .76 per hour
depending on your education and experience .
Call 496~1209 and leave your name and mailing address to receive an
application package . Requests for· application packages cannot be
honored after April 27 . Applications must be recievcd by May 3rd .
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NIH IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYQI
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